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Ti:is thesis presents an evaluation of the armed
services' plans to implement the cssn management phase of
the Deficit Reduction Act of 1934. This act follows the
Debt Collection Act, Promp Payment Act, Reform 33, and
similar legislation designed to strengthen the control of
federal funds, motivate government managers to handle
cash more efficiently, and reduce the national deficit.
The Deficit Reduction Act is an outgrowth of the President's
Private Sector Survey on Cost Control (PPSSCC). This act
authorizes the Department of the Treasury to prescribe
regulations requiring agencies to implement the PPSSCC'
s
recommendations for accelerating the billing, collection,
and deposits of nontax federal receipts. Special attention
is given to the higher echelon (Finance Centers) of the
armed services who set policies and provide guidance to
subordinate activities. The results indicate thai: the
armed services are improving, but problems remain with
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Improvement in the Federal Government's handling ai
control of public funds has been a persistent 30a! during
the Ford, Carter, and Reagan administrations. During the
mid-1970 's the initial philosophy for improving governmental
."ncney management was to improve controls, out today the
emphasis has shifted to using cash management as a means
of reducing the Federal Government's deot and the cost of
that debt. [ R e f . 1 ]
.
A barrage of congressional Actions has occurred in
recent years (The Prompt Payment Act, The Debt Collection
Act, and Federal Managers Financial Integrity Act) which
demonstrate that lav/makers and the American voters './ant
government managers to handle cash more efficiently. In
addition, the current administration aas shown a unique
interest as underlined by the creation of the draee
Commission, the President's Council on Integrity and
Efficiency, the Reform 33 Project, 0M3 Circulars: A— 123
(Internal Control Systems), A-125 (Prompt Payment),
and A-129 (Managing Federal Credit Pro_;ra;.is) and DM!
Bulletins: 33-6 (Cash Management) and 83-21 (Credit
Reporting). These initiatives clearly indicate that
effective management of cash is being given high priority.
[Ref. 1].
A. BACKGROUND
In 1933, using his experience as governor of California,
President Reagan asked a group from the private sector to
study Federal Government operations and to make recommen-
dations for improvements. It was headed by J. Peter
Grace, a Democrat and Chairman of the '..'. R. Grace and
Company. Me recruited 151 executives from business,
professional, and nonprofit organizations. They in turn
obtained the services of 2,000 officials from corpo-
rations, legal and accounting firms, and other private
organizations. The group became known as the Grace
Commission (President* Private Sector Survey on Cost
Control). [?.ef. 3]
In January 1984, Mr. J. Peter Grace's report to
President Reagan outlined 2,473 separate, distinct, and
specific recommendations. If fully implemented, they
could virtually eliminate the reported deficit by the
1990's, versus an alternative deficit of $10.2 trillion
in the decade of the 1990's if no action is taken. A total
of $424 billion could result from the implementation of
the Grace Commission recommendations over a three year
period. [ R e f . 31
During Congressional testimony in 1984, lr. Srace
cited that cost savings of $6,339 billion in the area of
cash management could be achieved over a three year
10
spending reductions, a p p r o x i m a t e 1 y 15
percent of net deficit reduction could come from collections
and timely deposits of cash receipts. [ R e f . 31
Rudolph C . Penner, Director of Congressional Budget
Office (C3Q) and Charles A. Bowsher, Comptroller General
of the United States (head of GAO) testified before the
Senate Committee on the Budget on 23 February 1904.
Their testimonies summarized the analysis of the Grace
Commission recommendations performed by their respective
agencies. An analysis of the Grace Commission's work by
the Congressional Budget Office showed that a majority of
its recommendations can be characterized as management
proposals designed to achieve greater efficiencies and
help reduce mounting federal deficit. i-iany of these
policy change proposals 30 far beyond any proposals
recently contemplated by Congress, and a majority of them
will require congressional actions.
An analysis done by the General Accounting Office
(GAO) supports C30's analysis. GAO reported that approxi-
mately two thirds of the recommendations warranted review
and had overall merit. GAO has lon~ endorsed strong
federal management practices in the area of debt collections
But one third of the recommendations are for actions in
progress and already addressed oy the enactment of the




i s t in this area. Of chose proposals
with merit, CBO's estimated saving potential totalled
nearly $10 billion. [Ref. 31
Provisions of tne Grace Commission's study were
incorporated into the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. Tne
Deficit Reduction Act was passed oy tne Senate on 21
Marcn 1964 followed oy tne House of Representatives on 23
June i964. The Deficit Reduction Act oecame law on 13
July 1934. [Refs. 4, 5J.
The Deficit Reduction Act of 1934 (Public Law 96-369)
was enacted to make changes to tax laws and result in
other management improvements to reduce the deficit. Tne
Deficit Reduction Act was divided into Division A (Tax
Reform Act of 1934) and Division 3 (Spending Reduction
Act of 1934). Within Division 8, Subtitle C of title Vi
is the Implementation of tne Grace Commission Recommendation
Section 2652 of Subtitle C is the Collection and Deposit
of Payments to executive Agencies. Tnis section gives
tne Secretary of tne Treasury tne authority to prescribe
tne timing and tne methods oy which agencies will collect
and deposit money to the Treasury, and to impose charges
for noncompliance in an amount equal to tne loss to tne
general fund. Monies in tne fund will be available
12
wit no ut. fiscal year limitations Tor the payment of expenses
incurred in developing and carrying out improved methods
for collections and deposits. [Ref. 6]
What is unique about the Deficit Reduction Act is
tnat tne Treasury can manage casn throughout the Federal
Government. In addition, the Treasury nas tne power to
initiate penalties for noncompliance. Within DOD tne
Deficit Reduction Act is a major issue, and one tnat is
perceived repetitive and impractical in view of the
intent of. tne Deot Collection Act of 1982. But the
Deficit Reduction Act emphasizes new methods and timely
depositing of funds to help reduce the deficit, whereas
the Deot Collection Act emphasized collections only. Tne
problem is now to implement the Deficit Reduction Act
within DOD without defeating tne intent of Congress and
confusing tnis legislation witn tne Debt Collection
Act. In addition, after Congress saturated tne Federal
Government with casn management legislation, it was not
ciear how DOD would implement tne Deficit Reduction Act
and what incentive would exist for tne implementation.
[Ref. 6]
B. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
3y improving casn flows tnrough effective casn
management, it is estimated tnat the Federal Government
couid save over 32 billion per year. But to acquire tne
13
savings., the resulting programs ana tne implementation
process must oe definitive, well planned, and acceptao^e
to tne armed services. rhere are problems "that accompany
and often precede the implementation process (e.g.,
funding and manpower requirements, incentives). To
understand these problems and the impact of tne Deficit
Reduction Act on DOD, this study initially reviews the
concept of casn management, and descrioes tne impleme-
ntation and current impact of tne Prompt. Payment Act and
Deot Collection Act on DOD. The major contents of the
Deficit Reduction Act and the Treasury's role in its
implementation are examined next. An understanding of
the Treasury's role provides zhe justification for its
selection as tne Act's administering agency.
Tne next step in the study is an analysis of tne
implementation of tne Deficit Reduction Act within DOD.
Tne analysis examines tne Deficit Reduction Act's potential
impact on casn management procedures within tne armed
services. Tne focus of tne analysis is extended to
include problems associated with implementing tne Prompt
Payment and Deot Collection Acts as past initiatives.
A comparative evaluation is tnen provided between tne
Navy. Air 7orce, and Army to emphasize tne unique problems
that each service is confronted with in implement in.;
congressional legislation. In addition, tne critical
14
steps in implementing the Deficit Reduction Act are
analyzed to determine if the process can oe complete
before the September 1936 deadline.
The implementation of congressional legislation
wit n in the intent 01 Congress is not an easy task. T - IS
time consuming and often the required deadlines are not
met. What are the contributing factors involved which
stagnates the process once a oiil oecomes iaw? Given the
pr-wiems of past initiatives and the experience gained,
the implementation of foiiow-on legislation should oe
easier. Tnese issues of timing and resulting pitfalls
will be addressed in tnis study.
Finally, a review is done on now tne finance centers
evaluate and monitor the performance of suoordmate
activities in tne area of cash management. Since tne
role of tne accounting and finance centers is to prescribe
regulations, it is important that tney know if tneir
regulations are being followed. Based on the review, a
determination will be made on whether tne services are





To obtain data and associated background information,
points of contacts were established within the llavy,
Army, and Air Force Finance Centers. Current and draft
documents on cash management, Prompt Payment, and Debt
Collection were obtained from each service. This infor-
mation, along with congressional records, v/as then used
to perform an analysis and establish the background,
current initiatives, problems, and major issues of imple-
menting the Deficit Reduction Act.
The initial literature searcn revealed that there had
oeen little or no comprehensive research conducted or, the
implementation of the Deficit Reduction Act. The primary
source of information concerning the background of the
Act was found in congressional records. The initial
literature searcn was followed by a series of telephone
interviews with major policy participants in
Washington, D. C. Additionally, contacts were made with
ilaval Supply Center, Oakland, CA; daval Supply Center,
Bremerton, WA; ivaval Supply Center, San Diego, CA; and
the Fleet Accounting and Disbursing Center, Pacific, San




Trips were made to the davy Accounting and Finance
Center in Washington, D. C., the Army Accounting and
Finance Center in Indianapolis, I!!, and trie Air Force
15
Finance and Accounting Center in Denver. CO. These
series of crips provided insights into the operations,
problems, and current initiatives of the financial Head-
quarters and established a oase- for formulating a
comparative analysis. At eacn Finance Center, cash
management was tne focal issue for discussion oecause of
the current requirement for implementing tne Deficit
Reduction Act. Foxiow-up information was ootamed oy
teiepnone interviews. It snouid oe noted that tne perceived
proDiems and recommended solutions contained in tnis
thesis are tnose of tne autnor and not tne various commands.
0. ORGANIZATION
This thesis is organized into tne following chapters:
Chapter II, Casn Management and the Deficit Reduction Act.
reviews the concept of cash management and now it applies
to tne Deficit Reduction Act, Prompt Payment Act, ana tne
Deot Collection Act. Additionally, tne current impact
and status of tne Debt Collection Ace and the Prompt
Payment Act within DOD are summarized. A determination
is made as to which services are best complying witn tne
standards and tne intent of Congress. Tnis information
will affect tne services' incentives and initiatives as




Chapter III., D^l^ciz .^ijcuon Act of 1 ^ 3 4
T pre^en^
2 perspective of the intent of :ne Deficit Reduction Act.
It examines tne components of the legislation and us
major provisions. It presents the Treasury's ro±e a
s
tne administering agency for the Act, and provides an
understanding of the intent of Congress in passing it.
Chapter IV, Aq Analysis of tne Implementation of Deficit
Reduction Act of 1 9 3 J4 T consolidates the study and examines
tne major areas witnin DOD that are affected by tne
Deficit Reduction Ace. It relates tne problems experienced
oy the Prompt Payment and Deot Collection Acts implementation
process to tne Deficit Reduction Act, addresses now tne
implementation process will be initiated, and whether it
can oe completed before tne September 1986 deadline. It
aiso examines remaining implementation problems.
Chapter V, Summary. Conclusion, and Recommendation.
presents tne summary, conclusions, and recommendations of
tne study. Areas for further research are identified.
1 j
ii. cash :iAiJAGEMS?;T and the: DE!
REDUCTION ACT OF 1934
Before discussing now one Deficit Reduction Act will
enhance cash management, an understanding of the concept
of cash management and the Deficit Reduction Act is
required. The following sections will provide data for a
comprehensive understanding in this area.
,-\ n «q'! i'(i'!/ii"c;'irMTA. u.Hon l-iAi-i Autii jhiJ 1
"A wise man once observed that the romantic life of
a hippopotamus may be only of passing interest to you and
me, but it isof intense interest to other Hicoopotami .
"
[Ref. 2, p. 22]
Before the 1 9S0 f s , the above reasoning could be
applied to cash management in DOD ana the Federal Government.
There were only a few specialists who showed any interest
in cash management. In recent years, however, the interest
has 'oeen growing. The focus on cash management has oeen
caused by higher interest rates, larger budget deficits,
changing economic conditions, data processing, and telecom-
munications. Each factor has contributed to the increasii
cost of :n o n e y and attention of f i n a n c i a 1 m a n a g e r s to the
availability of cash.
1 . Concept of Cash Han a ~ ement
The cash management policy for the Federal Government
19
in a manner that will maximize the amount of cash svsii^jLe
to the Treasury and preclude unnecessary borrowing. ihe
basic components of cash management as perceive;; by DOD
are (1) the acceleration of receipts (the expeditious
billing, collecting, and depositing of receipts), ( 2 ) the
timely disbursement of payments (the scheduling of payments
on due dates, not early or late), and (3) the investment
of any temporary excess cash balances. The objective is
to maximize the amount of funds availaole to the Treasury.
[Kef. 5]
2 . Cash iiana~ement in the Federal jovernment
Cash management began with President Ford's adminis-
tration in the mid 1970's. his administration solicited
assistance from the First National dank of Chicago to
work with government agencies to recognize and improve
their cash management techniques. Until recently, mas':
federal managers were evaluated based or. their ability do
accomplish the ~oals of an agency or organization.
Presently, due to the federal deficit and public Interest,
more attention is being given to how efficiently a ~over.:
agency is managed. [Ref. 1]
In 1S77, President Carter initiated a study to find
ways to use government funds more efficiently with a view
toward reducing federal debt requirements and interest
costs. As a result of the study the Treasury Depart..; en
t
20
added Chapter CO 00, Part 5, entitled Cash 'lar:i ; e..;e:]t, to
the Treasury Financial Manual. This chapter prescribed
the procedures that agencies should follow to ensure
effective and efficient management of government's cash
when developing and implementing regulations, systems,
and instructions. The procedures pertain to billing,
collections, deposits, and disbursements. [ R e f . 1
]
An issue that is basic to understanding cash management
in the Federal Government is Internal Control. Before
any plans are made concerning effective cash management,
the Internal Control within an organization must be
formally documented and communicated to hey personnel
throughout the organization [Ref. 71. Internal Control
is defined as:
The plan of an organization, methods, and procedures
adopted by management to provide reasonable assurance
that obligations and costs are in compliance with
applicable lav/s; funds, property, revenues and expenditures
applicable to agency operations are properly recorded
and accounted for to permit the preparation of accounts
and reliable financial and statistical reports ana to
maintain accountability over the asset. [Ref. 7]
3 . Internal Control ana Cash Management
Once cash management procedures are i d e n t i f i e d
,
internal controls (administrative and .3 n r> nuntin ; control s
)
are implemented uo orovide reasonaole assurance tnat
a. Collections, deposits, and disbursements are in
compliance with applicable procedures.
21
o. Funds are safeguarded against waste, loss, unaucnor-
ized use or misappropriation; and
c . Revenues and 5 :: penditures a p plicable to agency
operations are pro'Dcrly recorded and accounted for
tc permit the preparation of accounts and reliable
financial and statistical reports, and to ...air. tain
accountability over the assets (Ref. 7).
The Cash Management Review Guide is an administrative
control document used by the Treasury to ensure that an
appropriate level of detail and documentation of current
processing (collections, deposits, and disbursements)
exists and is maintained. The guide is only one of many
alternatives available to agencies to assist them in
improving and monitoring the flow of cash within their
organization. There cannot be cash management without
internal controls. [Kef. 8
]
In its Circular A-123 (Internal Control Systems),
the Office of Management and Budget established detailed
guidance to be used by agencies in evaluating and terror: in
an analysis of the adequacy of their Internal Control
program. This circular is a unique regulation which
ensures that agencies practice and adopt Internal Control
procedures. A critical requirement is that the procedures
will designate the agency head as the accountable person
responsible for the design, installation, evaluation,
rovements and periodic reporting on the agency's
Internal Control system. Internal Control is critical
to effective cash . anagement. It allows an agency to
00
have 3 for..;al system for documenting an:; improving its
controls over the cash flow. [Ref. 7]
3. INFLUENCE OF CONG RESSIONAL LEGISLATION AND ADMINISTRA-
TION REGULATIONS
The change in philosophy toward cash management has
brought an influx of Congressional laws and regulations
from the executive branch. Two critical pieces of
Congressional legislation preceding the Deficit Reduction
Act, which focused on the efforts of Congress to strengti
control over federal funds and cash management, were
the Prompt Payment Act and Debt Collection Act of 1932.
1 . Current status of Prompt Payment Act within D03
The Prompt Payment Act, as implemented by
Circular number A-125, requires federal agencies which
procure property or services from a business entity (out
which do not make payment for each complete delivered
item of property or service by a selected payment date,
or take a discount not within a discount period) to p
an interest penalty to the business entity on the amount
of payment which is past due. [Nef. 91
Mi thin DOD, component organizations were directed
to pay their bills in a timely manner to avoid the need to
make interest payments. The reasoning was valid out not
always easily followed in daily operations at lower
echelons. The armed services commanders are responsible
23
for ensuring that payments are performed in a timely
manner; when necessary, interest payments are paid on
delinquent' accounts. In addition, periodic reviews of
delinquent payments are performed to determine if patterns
exist cr the presence of unusual circumstances could be
detected. Corrective or disciplinary action would be
instituted as required. [Ref. 10]
DOD components analyzed their contractual prcz s .area
,
and increased training and the authorization level respo-
nsible for major acquisitions to improve their performance
under the legislation. In addition, DOD was require a to
submit end-of-year reports summarizing any interest
payments paid out during the fiscal year concerned.
The Prompt Payment procedures covered all types of trans-
actions involving the procurement of services and materials.
[Ref. 10]
The Prompt Payment Act was a statement against
inefficiency and poor cash .management within the Federal
Government. It was also a statement to professional
business entities that a change was required. > e i n g
interest on delinquent bills was not the answer; busines:
wanted to be paid on time. The Prompt Payment Act made
visible on the national level the poor performances of
managers within 000. It identified and required reporting
of all delinquent payments. It was anticipated that 0G0
2d
and its suppliers would experience better business rela-
tionships, improved competition for government business,
and reduced costs for materials and services,
a. Performance within DOD
The Prompt Payment Act has dad an impact en
financial management policies, procedures, and operations
for approximately three and a half years. The performance
of DOD from FY 3 3 -FY 35 (Figure 1) fluctuated with increase-
in FY 04 and a decrease in FY 35. Further analysis
reveals that during the last two quarters of FY 34 (compared
to the first half) a decline of 33d in the value of
penalties paid had actually begun. (Figure 2). The rise
during the first two quarters o: 1 4 can be attribut
to the continuous changes in the reporting base during
the first year and a half of the Prompt Payment Act.
This was caused by an increase in contracts and payments
that were subjected to the Prompt Payment Act, and the
increased accuracy and expansion of reporting procedures.
[Ref. 11]
In FY 35, the number and value of interest an
early payments penalties declined further, (TABLE 1).
From a cash management perspective, the number of early
payments declined 97.3'; from a FY 33 total of 1.29G
million to a FY 35 total of 35,112. The value of the
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DOD INTEREST/EARLY PAY STATISTICS
FY 83 FY 84 FY 85
No. Interest Penalties 118,689 173,926 127,379
Value of Interest of $2,019 $4,057 $3,608
Penalties ($Million)
No. Early Payments 1,298,998 587,870 35,112




billion to 094,419 million. i a v i n g s in 1 n t e r e s
'
expense by the Treasury, by borrowing at tin
possible J a t e considered necessary to r.i e e t a debt (30
days after receipt of proper invoice), is substantial.
[Ref. 11]
Overall, DOD is performing well within the
intent of the Prompt Payment Act. This performance can
be directly attributed to strong initiatives such as the
augmentation of computer hardware, a prompt payment task
force, and improved internal management control.
b. The Services Performance and Prompt Payment
DOD has an established goal of zero percent for
early and late payments. The performance of DOD is a
measure of combined effort among the armed services.
Individually, the breakdown of performance indicates that
there is considerable room for improvements,
(1) Department of the Army . The Prompt
Payment Act and its initiatives are of considerable
payments paid by the Army rose by .15 51,00 0. From FY 34
to FY 85, interest payments were -'-371,000. Projecting
for FY 35, interest payments will be $301,000 over FY 35
total. Although the amount is increasing at a lower
rate, the overall total is excessive. (Figure 3). The
major contributor to the Prompt Payment problems the Army























































- ^ n nnow encounters is linked to the performance of its Eure
or^ani zat ions , and the Military District of './a shin 5 ton
DC. Ten commands made up 57 > and 543 of the total interest:
expense paid for FY 34 ana FY 35 respectively. Throe out
of the top five are within the group located in the
European arena with the 1 5th AFSC, Frankfurt at the
top of the list (TABLE: 2).
The two main reasons for many of the late
payments are (1) late reports and (2) delay in processing
by the paying offices. The delay in processing is attributed
to a lack of training and personnel turnover that exceeds
503 in some areas per six month period. Host of the
critical and manual jobs are held by personnel in low
grades who speak limited English and therefore are restricted
to jobs which do not provide any transition to more
senior positions. In this set tin,;, low morale ultimately
contributes to the turnover problem. [Ref. 12]
At some commands in the European community,
SO % of the personnel on board are not trained for the
jobs to which they are assigned. Consequently, the
problem of receiving a majority of the billings late is
a.j^ravated by not having adequate and experienced personnel
to process tine payments when received. Due to these circum-
stances prompt payment initiatives will continue to be a
problem for the Army at its European command. [Ref. 12]
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF STATIONS REPORTING SIGNIFICANT PENALTIES
($THOUSANDS)
FAO FY 85 FY 84 INC/ (DEC)
18th FSC - EDR .$296 $75 $221
MDW 150 66 84
VII CORP - EDR 70 69 1
FT HUACHUCA 61 9 52
45TH FSC - EUR 52 6 46
FT LEWIS 50 32 18
FT MONMOUTH 39 2 37
WALTER REED 38 151 (113)
FT IRWIN 26 5 21
FITZSIMMONS 24 28 (4)
TOTAL $806 Sill $152




FY 85 FY 84
Total interest Penalties Incurred * $1,200,000 $828,000
Total Late Payments 27,274 25,944
*FY 86 Straight line Projection is estimated at $1.5 million
[Ref. 12]
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Along with turnover and training, the Army
does not nave a completely automated data processing
system for processing receivables (dills). Only limited
portions of the process are automated. But given complete
automation, a problem would still exist concerning trainin:
and language barriers in Europe. The testing of automated
systems is currently in effect at Army satellite commands,
with no results anticipated in the immediate future. The
manual system in an age of technology is not meeting the
standards of efficiency because people do make mistakes.
A majority of the foreign nationals and GS-4's in the
Washington D. C. area do not nave the required training
for deciphering complex contracts and determining what
payments are due and how they should be paid. [Ref. 12]
Current analysis of the subordinate activities
receiving services and goods shows that they are: (1)
ot forwarding receipt information in the require:! five
day time frame, and (2) causing delays due to a lac!-: of
concern. In addition, subordinate activities who are
not directly responsible for the payment process but
perform a critical function of certification of receipt
of material or service are not penalized in any manner if
their certification is late or not, or even reported at
33
all. '. Jh o is responsible? There is an unclear designation
of responsibility within the chain of command administra-
tively. [ R e f . 12]
Another point of major concern involving
efficiency is that during FY 85 the Department of the
Army made 99.^3 of its 04.8 million in payments on time
and avoided interest payments. However, the cost that
must oe incurred to reach 100.1 may not be cost beneficial.
In this situation considerations must be 3iver. to the
point of diminishing returns. Achieving 10 0" efficiency
may not be cost effective depending on the amount of
incremental labor and efforts required to product the
1002. 3ut regardless of the percentage, $1 million i: a
lar^e sum of money.
Some of the major initiatives the Army is
taking to correct the current situation are:
a .
b. Urge increased awareness, effort, and efficiency
Automate its processing system before FY 37
c. Clarify Army procedures and responsibilities of
localized payments for subordinate offices
supporting remote activities. (Ref. 12).
( 2 ) Air Force Performance . The Air Force
was actively involved in cash management for .'.any years
before the Prompt Payment Act. As a result, the cash
management issues and policies evolving from legislation
were adopted without major or drastic changes in operation,
such as automation or reorganization. bor.ie oi tne initi-
atives which had been taken before 1932 are:
a. A policy of paying cost effective discounts determined
by a Treasury formula was adopted.
b. Mead quarters centralized collection assistance for
delinquent accounts receivables.
c. Established requirements for unannounced quarterly
verification of cash in the hands of agents, imprest
fund cashiers, and change funds where applicable.
[Ref. 13]
Under the Prompt Payment Act tne Air Force-
interest expense (TABLE 3) was the lowest among the armed
services. In FY 33 the Air Force made up only 7;' of the
total interest paid by DOD. During FY 34 ana FY 35, the
Air Force's percentages were 5 . 1 Tj and 7.4^ respectively.
Although low, these figures- are not in compliance with
the ^oals of OME of zero percent for early and late
payments. The interest expense paid was due to: (1) Air
Force Accounting and Finance Office ad m inistrative error,
(2) vendors resisting delayed payment procedures, (3)
failures to get contractual and receiving docu m e n t s to
the Accounting and Finance Office on time, and (4) procedural




VALUE OF INTEREST PENALTIES IN DOD FY 83 - FY 85
FY 83 Value of Interest Penalties Percentage
DOD $2,019,000 100 %
Air Fo rce 141,000 7 %
Army 267,000 13.2 %
Navy 1,531,000 75 %
FY 84 • ,
DOD $4,057,000 100 %
Air Fo rce 208,000 5.7 %
Army 8-28,000 20.4 %
Navy 2,848,000 70.2 %
FY 85
DOD $3,608,000 100 %
Air Force 266,000 7.4 %
Army 1,199,000 33.2 %
Navy 1,778,000 49.3 %
Other agencies within DOD accounted for the remaining totals in
percentages and total amount.
[Refs. 12, 13, 14]
3 6
The Air Force initiatives to improve its payment
processing fall into two general categories: action
accomplished and action planned. Under action accomplished,
formal regulations on Prompt Payment Act have seen developed;
all accounting and finance personnel have been indoctrinated
and trained in the fundamentals of the Prompt Payment Act
and their responsibilities under it, and numerous Air
Force technical digest articles have been published.
[Ref. 131
Under action planned, the Air Force will
request the cooperation of supporting activities in
providing accurate supporting documents, and develop a
better working relationship internally (amor.:* contracting,
accounting and finance, and receiving activities) and
externally (vendors). Prompt Payment will continue to be
a priority issue until the 0MB goal is achieved. Through
increased emphasis on cash management and prompt payment
processing, the Air Force is destined to achieve its
~oal. Among the armed services, the Air Force has done a
better job of implementing and complying with the intent
and requirements of the Prompt Payment legislation.
( 3 ) Uavv ' s ?erfor. lance . 'he Mavy's performance
under the Prompt Payment Act will have a greater affect
on the performance of DOD. This is due to trie high value
of interest expense paid by trie Wavy (TABLE 4). Statistics
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TABLE 4
ARMY DEBT BY CATEGORY
(3MILLION)
SEP 84 SEP 85 INC/ (DEC)
OSAR $ 49 $ 49 $
NAF 15 2 (13)
MEDICAL 15 8 (7)
COUPONS 6 5 (1)
CONTR 6 6
PVT AGY 4 4
FAMILY HS 4 3 (1)
FOREIGN 4 4
MISC 6 3 (1)
Subtotal $L01 $£! $I2£]
NEW DEBT (AFTER SEP 84)


















indicate that the !Javy possess 753 of trie total interest
expense paid by D00 during FY 53, 70. 2% during FY 3^, and
4 9.3 "^ during FY 35. The positive aspect is that the Ilavy
is getting better. The Mavy progressed slowly in its
initiative to adapt and perform in the area of cash
management.
'./orking within an env iron:,ient dominated by
ships which remain at sea for long periods, cash management
and follow- on initiatives have not received the priority
required in past years. The focus was directed totally
to supporting the fleet and getting the ships underway.
As a result, activities such as the Fleet Accounting and
Disbursing Center, Pacific (FAADCPAC, San Diego, CA) have
failed to keep pace with the growth and operating tempo,
affecting its fleet and shore activities, which are
supported. In an attempt to eaten up with technology and
the fleet through automation, FAADCPAC became a leader in
paying interest expense (which during one reporting
period exceeded 093,00 0) prompting changes in leadership
at the activity and gaining increasing attention iro^.:
higher echelons. The learning curve was expensive, but
today FAADCPAC through automation lias reduced interest
payments to 2100. [Refs. 15, 15]
The major causes of the Mavy's interest
expense are delays in the paying office's receipt of
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receiving reports and purchase orders (contracts) and
delays caused by the processing within the paying office.
The following major initiatives have been taken to reduce
interest expense with favorable results:
a. Automated invoice tracicin-j systems were established
at all major bill-paying activities, enabling
Invoices to be properly scheduled for payment in
accordance with the Prompt Payment Act and cash
manage m e n t guidelines.
b. Management attention was intensified at major claimants
having activities with high interest expense.
c. NAVCOHPT intensified its scheduling of Prompt Payment
performance monitoring, monthly reporting to Mavy-wide
commands, and became involved with specific activities
responsible for high interest penalties.
d. Major enhancements were made to computer hardware
and ADP systems at two of the largest bill-paying
activities. ( This, all ev iated lon^; standing backlogs
and ensured improved future processing).
e. The automated Navy Interest Payment System (NIPS)
'was refined and expanded to gather and array Mavy-wide
interest data.
As personnel gained experience and began
understanding and applying the technology, the M a v y began
to improve as indicated by FY 35 results in interest
expense. There is a potential for even better result:- in
FY G5 as the Navy finally takes its place among the
elites in the area of cash management. [Ref. 46]
2 . Current Status of Debt Collection Act within POD
The Debt Collection Act of 1982 allowed federal
agengies to report delinquent accounts to private credit
bureaus. This -would give the agencies the tools they
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needed to make federal debt collection effective and




To have available for the first time doth the Federal
Government and private sector credit history when
evaluating the credit worthiness and financial
reliability of applicants requesting federal
assistance.
To provide as. incentive to delinquent debtors to
repay their government debt in a more timely manner
by establishing a reporting process that could
affect their credit rating and future ability to
borrow, [Ref. 171
'./ithin DOD, the two issues which warranted most
attention under the Debt Co]. lection Act were: (1)
Delinquent public receivables and (2) Out-cf-serv ice
Accounts Receivables (OSAR).
With respect to OSARs, the emphasis is on consumer
related debts and the ability of the services to collect
the deots. These debts are not contractor related, out
personal debts of individuals. Collections from cor: tractor's
are a result of managerial pressures and performance
rather than the affect of the Debt Collection Act.
'.'ithin DOD, the services are primarily concerned with
S A R debts which are directly affected by the Debt C c 1 1 e c t i o
n
Act. [Ref. 19]
The consumer aspect of the OSAR is in two areas:
(1) debts owed by members currently drawing pay (called
an in-service debt), and (2) debts owed by members
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who are no longer in an active duty status drawing pay
(ca.xea out-of-service debus). Tnese two areas encompass
active duty, retired, reserve, ana civilian personnel.
[Ret. 19]
In-service debts are trivial when compared to
cut -of- service debts. A majority of. in-service deots are
caused by miscalculations of pay which are suoject to
reconciliations during tne following pay period. All
services experience some forms of adjustments to member's
pay during each month. Occasionally, overpayment results
that may go unnoticed for montns oefore oeing discovered.
This occurs in tne Army's and Navy's records processing
and tne Air Force's JUMPS. Normally, reconciliations are
easily performed without the member's consent or complaint.
Tne out-of-service debt is not subject to as much
manipulation. Within DOD it is tne focus of the Debt
~w^_ection Act. The main cause 01 the out-of-service
deot is tne unplanned separation of military members from
service for various reasons (humanitary, unsatisfactory
performance, discipline, drug or aiconoi abuse, fraud,
parenthood, or pregnancy). In situations where a member
has received a oonus or has excess leave in his record, those
amounts fail into the OSAR category. OSAR is a^so affected
by advance pay, improperly paid entitlements, and ^ost o:^
equipment under custody of an individual wno has separate!
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from tne service. Tne excess leave and bonus are nominal
when applied to an individual, our, measured out over the
tocai population of the service cne amount is excessive
and warrants ine attention of senior officials and Congress
That is one the initiatives of tne Deot Collection Ace.
Each brancn of one service has a different system oi
accounting but eacn faces cne same problems of out-of-
service deots. [ R e f . 13]
Tne re are different appro acnes in analyzing tne
concept of 03AR. Tne Deot Collection Act provides a
series of steps for out-of-service deot collection witn a
write-off being tne final solution if tne process fails.
The out-of-service deDt collection process has eieven steps
a. Identify the debt.









Progressively stronger demand letters (tnree
eacn)
Interest, administrative, and penalty charge:
computed
.








These seeps are performed in a manner of sue
process to ensure ail reasonable effort is made uo :oi A ec;
a Jest prior to initiating a write-off of the account.
[Kef. 20]
a. Army's Performance
Among the services, tne Army seems to perform
more effective in complying with the Deot Collection Ace,
in spite of Senator Proxmire*s Golden Fleece award which
was given to the Army for the month of March 19do ( tne
award is given to the agency which does tne worst job of
collecting out-of-serv ice deot for a given month). Tne
Army's main frame computer nas 03AR files axready established
which allow tne Army to respond to requirements posed oy
the Deot Collection Act, whereas other services must
first devexop the capaoiiity. Taole 4 shows tne complete
breakdown of tne Army's receivable deots, witn OSAR being
tne leading category for FY 34 and FY 6j> witn a £49
million deot (tne differences among tne services occur
nere because tne Air Force nas contractors as its major
debt and tne Navy has foreign deot as their leading
category) out eacn service nas a significant OSAR debt.
TA3LE 5 is a detailed analysis of OSAR. Bonuses and eariy























TABLE 6 is a de:an3d Army projection of a $17 million
reduction for FY 36 due to referaoi.es being passed to tne
Justice department, collection agencies assistance, and
otner deots becoming noncurrent. 3ecause of its expediency
in adjusting to tne requirements of tne Deot Collection
Act with automation, tne Army has focused management
attention on initiatives towards not oniy reducing tne
deot but aiso estaoiisning means of debt avoidance.
Under OSAR, tne Army is performing a oetter joo of screening
personnel for outstanding deots prior to separation;
is doing a better job of tracking eariy separation payments;
is profiling bonus debtors; and is reducing where applicable
advance leave status for it members. [Ref. 20]
o. Air Force Performance
Tne Air Force's largest debt category is
contractual deots, with OSAR at 313 million. (TABL£ 7).
Tne Air Force currently does not possess any automation
to address tne requirements of tne Debt Collection Act.
A system is expected to oe operational by September 1936.
Tne proposed system win possess tne capability to interface
with an accounting and finance system, in addition to ail
otner delinquent accounts. The lack of automation nas
forced tne Air Force to focus its attention on deot















Total OSAR $42 $12 $(11)
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u~».ts. But until their automation catcnes up, trie Air
Force will fail short in complying with the provisions of
the Debc Collection Act. [Ref. 21]
c. Tne Navy Performance
The Navy automated system, like tne Air
Force's, has oeen overwhelmed oy tne requirements of the
Deot Collection Act.. Tne Navy has an automated system
but it iacks the capaoiiity to interface ana submit daca
to the OSAR collection process ( e.g., tne system iacks
the capaoiiity to initiate referrals to collection
agencies or carry out the delivery of tnree deot letters).
The Navy is seeding additional software to provide increased
capaoiiity witn an implementation date during tne latter
part of FY 36. The Navy's pay system is more complex
tnan tne other services and this contributes to tne
prooiem of implementation. On a comparative scale, tne
Navy nas tne furthest to go in complying with tne required
provisions of tne Deot Collection Act. As of May 1986,
an appropriate system for solving tne deot collection
orobiems nas not oeen identified. [Kef. 16 J
C. DOD AND CASH MANAGEMENT
On 14 November 1977, President Carter issued a directive
requiring a study oe conducted to examine casn managemer. I
policies and practices throughout tne Executive branch.
Tne study would oe performed jointly oy his staff ana tne
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Treasury Department. The muen: of the study was to
identify areas where modern cash management techniques
could be applied to the federal casn flow to reduce
federal deot requirements ana interest carrying costs.
Tnree montns later, a General Accounting (GAO) report
stated that federal agencies were paying tneir bills in a
timely manner, out in certain cases delays nad occurred
ii'J in others bills were being paid earlier t n a n necessary
Both tne GAO report and tne President's staff report of
Marcn 1973 recommended improving contractual agreements
to ensure bills are paid wnen required, and not early
nor late. [Ref. 22]
Resulting from tne reports, tne Treasury Department
issued Chapter 3000 of Treasury Fiscal Requirements
.'•lanuai ( I-TFRM. 6-3000 ) entitled Cash Management. The
desired goal was to maximize the casn oalance avanao_e
to the Treasury and to prevent unnecessary borrowing.
After tne publication of the chapter, D0D initiated a
study to evaluate tne armed services casn management
programs. Among tne services tne performances varied.
.4 u a t proceeded afterwards was a series of Congressional
Acts with an underlying intention of improving casn
management. [Ref. 22]
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D. AN EXAMINATION OF THE INTENT OF THE LAW
Among economists and legislators, the majority agree
tnat current budget trends are not sustainable and that-
federal spending and the deficit are out; of control.
During FY 85, statistics snow revenues I'or the Federal
Government increased oy $67.5 billion. This amount was
exceeded oy tr.e growtn in federal outlays of $94 billion,
tne largest one-year increase in American nistory.
The deficit during FY 85 grew from $135.3 biiiion to 3211.9
billion. TABLE 3 snows tnat oetween FY 03 and FY 85 Federa.
spending expanded from $111.3 oixiion to $946 binion.
This growth represented a 1 44% increase over tne base
year. Further analysis reveal tnat tne federal outlay
share of tne Gross National Product (GNP) followed tne
growth in tne federal budget. Tne FY 35 outlay of $734
bixiion represented 24. 7% of GNP which was far aoove tne
21 % average. As a result, the FY 85 budget deficit
of 321 1.9 biiiion was approximately 5. 5% of GNP. Fhe
growth in federal spending is tne major cause of tne
current deficit. [ R e f . 231
Congress is designated tne guardian ot tne Treasury's
purse. But during the oast few years, Congress's control
has been gravely weakened due to decline in interdependence
among agencies, committees, and related programs.
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TABLE 8
FEDERAL BUDGET AND THE GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, SELECTED YEARS
(5BILLIONS)
Year Budget Receipts Outlays Deficit/Surplus
Amount Percent Amount Percent Amount Percent
of GNP of GNP of GNP
1963 $106.6 14.4 $111.3 19.3 $4.7 1.0
1968 153.0 18.4 178.1 21.4 -25.2 3.0
1973 230.8 18.4 245.7 19.6 -14.9 1.2
1978 399.7 19.1 458.7 21.9 -59.0 2.8
1980 517.1 20.1 590.9 22.9 -73.8 2.9
1981 599.3 20,8 678.2 23.5 -78.9 2.7
1982 617.8 20.3 745.7 24.5 -127.9 4.2
1983 600.6 18.6 808.3 25.1 -207.8 6.4
1984 666.5 18.6 851.8 23.8 -185.3 5.2
1985 734.0 19.1 945.9 24.7 -211.9 5.5
[Ref. 44]
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Tne independence of the autnorizing committees ana
appropriation subcommittees enabled eacn to conduct
its business with little regard for tne spending intention
of the other. Since eacn committee and suDcommittee
worked for budget increases in programs under its juris-
diction, committees nad even less incentive to work in an
cooperative manner.
r
Congress nas sought to "snore up"
its guardianship by imposing oudget committee control over
appropriations. Tne act oniy piacea subcommittees in a
position where requests are submitted at an amount beyond
a required amount, to allow for cuts oy ouaget committees
at ine next congressional level. It seems that everyone
in congress nas become a strategist for spending. With
the increased emphasis on cne federal deot, tne new buzz
word nas become deficit reduction. [Ref. 24]
E. SUMMARY
The cash management concept evolved during the 1970's.
Increase emphasis resulted as tne deficit and puoiic
interest increased. Congress and tne administration in
power assumed major roies m cnanging procedures, regu-
lations, and laws governing and affecting cash management.
Tne pniiosophy of cash management nas snifted from a
measure of efficiency to a means of reducing tne deficit.
The Debt Coxieccion and Prompt Payment Acts, Reform 66. an,
similar .e.Tioiaiion are initiatives that were designed to
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improve efficiency ana not to address the issue of deficit.
reduction. But with the Deficit Reduction Act, tne
emphasis has shifted to deficit, reauction. Within DCD,
the performance of tne services vary according to what
legislation is discussed. Overall, tne performance
thus far is encouraging; out deficiencies still exist, when
discussing the two major pieces of legislation: Tne Prompt
Payment Act and Tne Debt Collection Act.
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In. Jei'icic Reduction Act of 1 ° 3 4
Tne Deficit Reduction Ace represented a preliminary
method by Congress to reduce the federal debt through
improved changes in collection and deposit procedures
that increase tne availability of nontax funds to the
Treasury. As with any major legislation, many nours or
even years will be spent on its interpretation before
any formal implementation, ana opinions will differ.
This chapter will address some of tne key provisions of tne
Deficit Reduction Act ana its interpretation by the
Department of tne Treasury. In particular, the focus
will oe on an examination and review of tnat portion of
the act entitled Collection and Deposit of Payments to
Executive Agencies. [Ref. 6]
A. BACKGROUND
Tne Deficit Reduction Act was enacted in 1934 to make
cnanges to tne tax laws and to produce other management
improvements to reduce tne deficit. [Ref. 6]. The Senate
Committee on Finance originated tne bill and tne language
for tne Deficit Reduction Act. A series of tne most
significant events leading to tne Act wnich occurred are
iistea in Aooendix A.
OD
In the House of Representatives the House Committee
on Ways and Means completed its actions on 2 3 June 1934.
The Tax and Spending provisions of H. R. 4170 were passed
on 29 June 1 9 d 4
.
The Deficit Reduction Act. was signed as Puoiic Law
93-3b9 on 18 Juiy 1934 [ReT. 4]. Pne Deficit Reduction
Act was divided into. Divisions A (Tax Reform Act of 19d4
(Tidies I - X ) and Division 3 (Spending Reduction Act of
1934. [Ref. 6].
3. PROVISIONS OF PU3LIC LAW 93-369
Under legislation in effect before 1934, federal agencies
were allowed to collect nontax aeots in a variety of ways
witnout any explicit guidance on cash management. In
1933, a coca! of $55 billion in nontax receipts were
collected by metnods other tnan accelerated systems.
This was one of many incentives for the Deficit Reduction
Act. [Ref. 6]
Tne Deficit Reduction Act authorized the Secretary of
the Treasury lo prescribe tne time-frame and tne methods
by whicn federal agencies will collect and deposit nontax
debts to t-ne Treasury. Tne Treasury nas tne jower to
impose charges for noncompliance in an amount determined
to oe tne loss to tne Treasury's general fund. Tne
general fund will be avaiiaoie without any fiscal year
5 b
limitations for tne payment 01 expenses incurred in
developing and carrying out improved methods for collections
deposits. [ R e f . 25]
As tne xey agency, tiie Treasury now nas tne authority
to perform and affect cash management throughout the
Federal Government. Given its role and functions, tne
Treasury has tne Congressional support wnich allows it to
perform a better joo 01 casn management, oesiaes these
other major functions:
a. Acts as tne government's treasurer and is responsible
for tne government's casn management policy and
procedures
.
o. Provide services in support of tne management of
the public debt.
c. Acts as tne government.' s oanxer for tne collection
and disbursement of funds.
d. Maintains a system of central accounting and reporting
to provide a consolidated record of tne government's
financial transactions.
e. Issues instructions on centra, accounting and
reporting, payroll, disbursing, and deposit
regulations. [ R e f . 71
1 . Collections and Deposits
Section 2652 of Subtitle C (Implementation of the
Grace Commission Recommendations) states that:
. . .(a)(1) subchapter II of Chapter 37 of title 31.
United States code.... (a) each head of an executive
agency (otner that an agency subject to section 9 oi
tne Act of : lay 13, 1933 (43 stat. o3, cnapter 32; 16 U
.
S. C. 831h) snaii, under sucn regulations as tne Secretary
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Congressional intention for this portion of the
legislation is to reduce tne national deficit through
government-wide processing of collections and deposits.
Fanure to compiy and make deposits in a timely manner
wouj.d result in a cost to tne agency. The Secretary of
tne Treasury is responsible for prescribing and assisting
agencies in implementing tne latest transfer methods
availaole for tne collection and tne timely deposit of
receipts. Each agency is responsidie for reviewing its
casn receipts processes and ensuring that formal procedures
are documented which provide for tne prompt and continuing
action tc collect nontax receivsoies. [ R e f . 26]
DJj nas not performed well m collecting deots.
However, focusing attention on tne value of those receivables
collected (Tne Army and Air Force collected a combined
total of 3736.3 million in FY 34 and $912.9 million in FY
35) and deposited w i
1
± result in less borrowing oy tne
Treasury and allow for an accumulation of interest income
through investment. Tne Treasury nas various ^ezaooo ana
.8
systems for collections and deposits, which will o
a
discussed in the next section. [Kef. 271
a. Coiiection Mechanisms
Any agency working with tne Department of the
Treasury will determine tne most cost effective mechanism
for collecting funds. The objective is to develop a system
c a p a o i e of expediting credit and enhancing tne availability
of funds to tne Department of tne Treasury. A thorough
review and analysis will be accomplished to determine the
extent of tne current collection and deposit system. If
improvements are required, a system is 2riOsen which
demonstrates tne most efficiency and effectiveness at
minimum costs. The simplest method of coiiection would
oe for the payee to deliver the funds to the agency or a
representative. [ R e f . 26]
Tne Treasury, through research and analysis,
has developed alternative systems for collections. Tne
systems involve eieccronic transfers wmch oypass tne
handling of monies. A system determined to oe cost
effective is normally implemented. out before any imple-
mentation, a thorough study is conducted which includes an
examination of coses associated with personnel, system
procurement. equipment, and system maintenance. If cost
effective, the agency and tne Treasury's financial managemen'
service (FMS) will require funding. Tne Financial Managemen
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Service's input is essential to the decision process due
to the service oversight and controls at the national
level. The approval authority from tne Financial Management
Service is required when an agency plans to convert
from one electronic system to another, estao.Lisr.es new
contracts, and renews oid contracts for collection systems.
[Ret. 251
Each agency is responsible for conducting cash
management reviews, and tneir collection system and
procedures must oe documented. Periodic analysis should •
oe an ongoing process for determining if areas for improve-
ments exist. Tne Treasury's Financial Management Service
win perform cash management reviews and identify those
agencies wnicn have inadequate collection systems. If an
agency fails to comply or ma,<e improvements, the FMS has
legislative autnority under tne Deficit Reduction Act of
1934 to mandate that an agency implement a specified
collection system. The following sections will identify
collection systems tnat are electronic transfer systems
recommenced oy tne Treasury. [Ref. 251
( 1 ) L o
c
a cox System . This is a s y s te m o
f
depository accounts geograpnically located so that receipts
maned oy payers win take no more tnat one day to reacn
tnat location. Components of tne current lockbox network
are as follows:
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B a n ,< 5 Location
Citizen ana 3 o u t n e r n National Bank Aiiants, G
A
First National Bank of Cnicago Cnicago,. IL
Republic Bank Dallas, TX
Banx of America Los Angeies, CA
Mellon Bank Pittsburgh, PA
Trie lockbox is a post office box designates
as a remittance address for payments of an agency (Figure
4). Tne agency authorizes tne banx access to tne post
office box. Tms anows tne bank to collect mail from
tne post office several times a day, process tne checks,
and wire- transfer tne amount into tne agency's account.
Receivable checKS can oe processed before tne accounting
function takes place rather tnan afterwards. Through this
met nod, checks are avaiiaoie two to three days earlier
tnan normal operations. [Ref. 23]
The armed services nave established accounts
with tne foxlowmg banks:
3ani< Service
Bank of America Mavy
Citizen and Southern National bank Army
First National Bank of Chicago Air Fore;
Besides tne Treasury's approval, agencies requesting a
Treasury automated iocxrjox system must perform a mail
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collection study and a review 01 administrative savings.
The request, must oe formally submitted. The most important
benefit of this type of system is tnat tne -system accelerates
tne coiieccion of payments. [Ref. 29 J
( 2 ) Treasury General Account Cash Concentration
System . Tne casn concentration system, which links a
network of commercial Depositories when an agency, makes
deposits to a central concentrator oani< through tne
automated clearinghouse system. Tnis system services tne
.d a : cTreasury's general account. As a result, tne fund,
transferred into tne Department of tne Treasury through a
wire transfer. (Figure 5). Each day tne Treasury general
account depositories report ail funds which nave oeen
deposited by agencies that day to a dank data service
facility. Tne data service facility combines the information
reported by ail depositories and generates a transaction
file. Transfers from tne local depositories to the
concentrator banks are made on tne ousiness day following
deposit of the funds. Facn concentrator bank wire- transfers
tne total Treasury general account deposits to tne Treasury's
main account at tne Federal Reserve Bank in Mew York for
immedi-ate credit. In general, funds deposited in iocai
depositories each day are credited to tne Treasury's
general account by 2:00 p.m. of tne following ousiness
























































( 3 ) Automated Cearin-; House System . U nd e r
this system, an individual or organization can authorize
the government to- automatically deposit or withdraw funds
from a personal or corporate bank account. Trie funds are
transferred by magnetic tape or otner electronic media,
through commerc iai depositories, Federal Reserve banks,
and the Department of tne Treasury.
Tnis system provides for the clearing of deDts and
credits electronically rather than through a physical
movement of checks. (Figure 6). Required invoice data
can be directly cnanneied through the network oy an
originating bank. It is possible to edit and format tnis
information to suit the needs of tne agency. Subsequently,
the transactions are relayed to the proper Dank for funds
collection. Once tne funds have oeen pooied, the sum,
a^ong with its corresponding data is sent to the designated
receiving banx. This bank wires tne funds to tne appropriate
agency location code (ALC) at tne Mew York Federal Reserve
and transmit tne deposit information to tne agency. (Ref.
29) .
( 4 ) Treasury Financial Communication System .
This system provides for tne transfer of
funds through an electronic medium between tne Department
of the Treasury and tne banking community. Since funds
are wire-transferred, checks and tne accompanying collection
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FEDERAL RESERVE TREASURY FINANCIAL
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Figure 6
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time are completely eliminated, and funds are available
on the actual payment date. The sysie.n works in tnis
format: (1) Tne Treasury Financial Communication System
(TFCS) allows paying entities to direct tneir commercial
oanxs to charge tneir Dank accounts and to transfer
payment zcirougn FRCS; (2) to tne Treasury's main account
at tne Federal Reserve Bank of New YorK; (3) ana tne
Treasury is immediately advised of tne transfer through
an electronic link provided oy tne TFCS (Figure o).
[Rel\ 291
b. Deposits Procedures and .Methods
Tne deposits of funds in an expedient and
timely manner cannot be overemphasized. To allow for
cost effectiveness, agencies are only required to deposit
receipts of 31,000 or more on the same day received
before depositing cutoff time. ;lhen tne accumulated
amount is significantly ..ess, next say deposit of funds
is authorized. In addition, agencies will make multiple
deposits if required, hand-carry vice mailing deposits iq
Federal Reserve or commercial oan«<s, and maximize daily
deposit amounts oy depositing as laze as -Dossioie to
specified cutoff times. The mechanisms identified ior
collections are tne same for deposits. Tne concept of
depositing combined with collection comprise zne processin
phase of tne Receipt Cash Flow pipeline:
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Billing >Payments terms >Maiiing >Processing
)0D and one Deficit Reduction Act focus on tne processing
phase of the Receipt Cash Flow Pipeline. [Ref. 26]
2 . Casn i i a n a g e m e n t Planning and Penaxties
The agency is responsible for the planning, documen-
tation, and implementation of a collection ana deposit
system. Tne collection process is a continuous requirement,
ana as new systems are developed trie agency is required
to review its system to identify areas for improvements.
As an internal control procedure, each agency is encouraged
to document ali cash flows to maintain a perspective of
tne effectiveness of casn management within tne agency.
Tne casn flow documentation tremendously reduces tne
amount of time devoted to casn management reviews and tne
preparation of summary reports.
Tne Treasury's Financial Management Service (FMS)
casn management review is an official report of an agency's
casn management program. It will mai<e recommendations
ana assist in tne implementation if deficiencies exist.
If an agency fails to respond to a series of notices, a
financial charge will oe assessed [Ref. 25]. Section
2652 (Collection ana Deposits) states that:
. . . The Secretary is authorized to collect from an
agency not complying with tne requirements imposed pursuan
to the preceding sentence a charge in an amount tne
Secretary determines to oe tne cost to tne general fund
caused oy sucn non-compliance. . . [Ref. 6]
o3
Agencies cued for noncompliance are required t
o
pay penalties as determined by :ne Secretary of cne
Treasury. The penalties are deducted from appropriated
funds, which are avaiiao^e to tne agency to carry out
programs to which tne coilections are related. An appeal
process does exist and an agency which cnooses to appeal
a cnarge must submit. the appeal to the Commission, Financial
Management Service within 45 caienaar days of tne dace
assigned to tne Notice of Deficiency. A penalty is not
paid until final judgment is rendered concerning the
deficiency. The appeal board is composed 01 the Commissione,
(Financial Management Services), Assistant Commissioner
(Federal Finance, Financial Managemen- Service), and a
temporary casn management official from an agency other
than tne agency appealing. A decision must oe rendered
within 30 days from receipt of tne appeal. if tne final
rule favors an agency, no cnarge is assessed. If tne
cnarge stands, appropriate accounting data must oe submitted
to the Treasury within 30 days of tne final decision.
The Treasury, under tne Deficit Reduction Act, is authorized
to automatically deoit tne Treasury's accounc if an
agency does not voluntarily pay tne charge assessed.
[Ref. 25]
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3. Cash Management i:;.Drov 3;,;3iv: Eland,
Section 2652 (Collection and Oeoosits) stat< tna
. . . There is estaDlisned in the Treasury of tne United
States a revolving fund to be known as the "Cash Managemen
Improvement Fund" . . . [Ref. o]
Tne fund will support, muia^ives and various
improvements programs associated with :ns development of
new methods designed. to improve tne mechanics of collecting
and depositing of nontax funds to tne Treasury. In
accordance with the law, tne fund will function as a
revolving fund. Tne Treasury is assignee as tne Financial
Management Service as guardian of tne fund. The
disbursement of funds from tne account will oe expensed
for those projects specifically selected by a project
selection and approval committee. Tne account balance
win oe published in a Treasury Financial Bulletin. A
fiscal year limitation w i i i not oe established for expenses
incurred as a result of developments in improved methods
of coxxections and deposits. Tne expenses (incurred in
developing new procedures ana mechanics) and tne costs
(personal services, the leasing or purchase of equipment,
ana operating facilities) will oe financed from tne
account. Co::.Dreaen3 ive reports will oe preozre^ ana
publisned oy tne Treasury relating to current financial




The Deficit Reduction Act of 19o4 is perceived as 3
foiiow-on to the Debt Collection Act, whicn emphasized
the collection of outstanding debts. The Deficit Reduction
Act gives the Treasury authority to set policy. Histori-
cally, tne Treasury has oeen an advocate of tae casn
management concept but unaoie to influence otner agencies
to participate. Only inose agencies with similar e n tnu s i a s
m
ana interest adopted and used the methodology and literature
provided by tne Treasury to advance tneir knowledge
and expertise in tne area of cash management. Tne Deficit
Reduction Ace. requires that all federal agencies place
increased emphasis and make improvements in tne area of
cash management. As a ieader in :ne field, the Treasury
is authorized to judge if an agency is in compliance and
authorized to assess penalties if an agency faiis to
participate and initiate improvements. Funding is available
for research, testing, and tne implementation of new
developments in tne area of collection and deposits.
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IV. Implementation o f tne Deficit Reduction Act of 1 9 J4
Congress gave tne Department of the Treasury the
responsibility for formulating and prescribing regulations
and methods to implement tne Deficit Reduction Act of
19^4. Tne Department of tne Treasury was provided one
year to accompiisn tne tas»< witn a deadline date of 1
October 19d5. The Treasury Department responded to tne
intent of Congressional directive and puolisned tne
Federal guidance on 3 September 1985. Tne Deficit Reduction
Act requires that all provisions relating to Section
2652, Collection and Deposits, be fully implemented prior
to 1 October 1936. With tne Treasury, DOD is formulating
its policy to imoiement the Deficit Reduction Act. Once
approved, OSD will stipulate to tne services tne requirement,
and procedures for processing tne legislation.
in this cnapter an analysis is performed on :ne
implementation process of the Deficit Reduction Act.
Aitnougn no formal policy nas been promulgated, tne
analysis win indicate wnat procedures snouid be used and
the prooiems that legislation faces in general. Aion.:
with the interpretation process, tne implementation is a
pnase of the enactment process that is a factor in the
success or fanure oi' tne Congressional legislation or
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oiner administration regulations. The implementation
process is a vital link to me intent of Congress or tne
originator of a regulation.
This chapter also includes a review of the steps and
final rule resulting from the Treasury Department's
compliance with tne Deficit Reduction Act. Tne roie o£
tne Treasury during implementation and now it functions
as tne predominant administrator of tne Deficit Reduction
Act is discussed. The analysis will review tne implemen-
tation process of similar legislation and observe tneir
impact on tne Prompt Payment Act and tne Debt Collection
Act of 1982. The issue of length of time it taxes between
tne passage of law and the final implementation Cor lack
thereof) is addressed. Although full implementation will
not be in process oefore tne completion of this research,
a ioox ac tne preparation, incentives, and problems that
tne armed services' accounting and finance centers foresee
are of great concern and interest and are discussed.
Tne implementation process for tne Deficit Reduction
Act wiii not oe easy. But if implemented with tne intent
of Congress and carried out witnin tne spirit of tne law,
tne resuics could be oeneficiai. As tne c:\osen adminis-
trator, tne Treasury Department will provide tne impetus
and enforcement for tne success of the legislation.
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A. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROMPT PAYMENT ACT AMO DEBT
COLLECTION ACT OF 1932
Before discussing tne initial phases of promulgating
tne Deficit Reduction Act guidance witnin DOD, a review
01 similar x e .-, x o x ation is Dresented to determine if
similarities or differences exis:. This review s n o u i d
benefit tne implementation of the Deficit Reduction Ace.
The Deficit Reduction Act and previous legislations, as
cash management initiatives, all focus on a common goal
of reducing tne amount of funds which tne Federal Government
has to oorrow to pay its debt. Currently, the focus
is on the deficit. It is aiso on eacn of tne cash management
initiatives whicn win fulfill a roie in minimizing or
reducing the debt. [ Re f . 35]
1 . Implementation of the Prompt Payment Act
Tne implementation of tne Prompt Payment Act oegan
with tne publishing of OMB Circular No. A-125 (Prompt
Payment). Circular A-125 provided tne policies and
procedures wnich were to oe used in paying for tne purcnases
of property and services acquired through government
contracts. After interpreting Circular A-125 ana tne
intent of tne law, tne Office of Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller) further delineated through a memorandum
format tne purpose ana requirements of Circular A-125.
ana added quarterly reporting requirements, computational
rates, and reporting format. [Ref. 10]
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Among :ne armed services, each brancn took a slightly
different approach. Besides the legislature and 03D
requirements, the :Javy required 30 of its largest commands
(including major claimants) do assume responsibility for
excessive interest payments paia by subordinate activities.
NCF-21 (a brancn of the comptroller) records interest
data taken from the files of the Centralized Expenditure
Reimbursement Processing System (CERPS). The .lata extracted
is printed out in assorted formats. These documents form
tne Navy Interest Payment System (NIPS). The NIPS is
reviewed oy financial managers wnere tnose activities
experiencing excessive interest payments are identified.
Tne headquarters for activities receive monthly performance
letters requesting prompt remedial action. Along with
this report a "top 40" report is generated listing the
worst Navy- wide activity performers in interest dollars
paid. This reporting system in a competitive environment
creates pressure on those commands experiencing prooieins
with interest payments and forces them to take initiatives
to improve their status. [Ref. 30]
In addition, separate reporting requirements were
established for (1) disbursing activities which pay
contractors with appropriated funds; (2) nonappropriated
fund activities; and (3) tne Defense Contract Administration
Regions. Tne latter organization was required to implement
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sixteen different reports to assist in controlling infor-
mation regarding interest payments. [Rei". 30]
The Army and Air Force promulgated directives witn
similar reporting requirements tut without tne pressure
initiative. The Air Force directives were more detailed
and dictated an appropriate approacn in relating changes
to vendors. The Prompt Payment Act was not intended for
tne creation of adversarial relationships with vendorj.
Among tne armed services, the Air Force directives ana
messages emphasized tne seriousness of maintaining close
relations witn vendors during tne initial pnase of tne
implementation process. The Air Force actions, among tne
services, were tne most appropriate in the spirit 01 tne
Prompt Payment Act. [Ref. 35]
0MB issued an amendment or attachment to Circular
A-125 to oetter implement the requirements of tae Act. Tne
attacnment was promulgated in response to concerns aoout
progress payment and various types of contracts financed
tnat normally is provided before the actual receiot of
goods and services. Circular A - 1
2
13 failed to address
tnis issue. Tne A-125 amendment was issued to provide
clarification of such questionaoie issues with additional
guidance on the proper timing of payment to contractors and
contract financing in genera-. [Ref. 11]
16
The implementation of the Prompt Payment Act was
not a difficult tajK for DOD. Tne only difficulty rested
with subordinate activities wno suffered ana still experience
difficulties in paying bills. Tne Navy and tne Air Force
experienced few problems in implementing the Act: and
currently ooth organizations nave been successful in
achieving tne goals. The Army still faces problems
because of non-mecnanized functions and Che location of
suoordinate activities. [Ref. 36]
in summary, tne implementation of tne Prompt Payment
Act and its intent nave been successful from an overaix
standpoint. Goais of zero interest expense and zero
early payments are feasible for DOD.
Factors characterizing the implementation of tne
Prompt Payment Act were:
a. Timing was excellent. Tne Prompt Payment Act became
law in January 1932 and was fuiiy implemented
oy Octooer 1932. The time spent inter pre ting tne
content of tne law was minimized.
b. The composite of reports from DOD ana other federal
agencies were presented to Congress by 0.-13.
c. FY 83 was tne first time that federal agencies were
required oy .aw to pay their bills on time. Tne
federal agencies responded oy paying 9
9
% of tneir
bills on time. defore tne Act, j,0;i of Federal
Government's DiiiS were paid late. [Ref. 14]
2 . implementation of tne Debt Collection Act
Tne Deot Collection Act was enactea to improve
the Federal Government's efficiency in tne collection of
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deots owed to the United States. Tne improvements would
result from new and revised procedures for tne collection
of ueots owed the Federal Government oy individuals ana
industry. Tne Act provided tne impetus to structure a
strong set of procedures that would effectively reduce
tne number and amount of outstanding debts tnat become
uncollectible. Additionally, tne Act eliminated the
tnreat of liability against consumer reporting agencies
and instituted a :nore appropriate system for tne disclosure
of information to tnose agencies. Tne system is effective
if procedures are followed judiciously. In tne past, tne
Federal Government could not collect general deots from
an employee without their consent, out tne Deot Co^^zzz^on
Act changed this routine. [Ref. 17]
After tne passage of the Deot Collection Act 25
October 1932. certain areas of tne law required clarifica-
tion. An amendment to tne Deot Collection Act was passes
29 November 1933 w n i c n clarified tne issue concerning
contracting for collection services. Tne amendment
provided for tne contracting of collection 3arv ices
without designated funding for this services. [Ref. 17]
Tne four agencies directly involved in implementing
tne Deot Collection Act were OMB, GAO, Department of
Justice (DOJ), and tne Office of Personnel Management
(0PM). These agencies were jointly responsible for
prescribing the guidance and regulations to implement ti
Debt Collection Act. GAO got involved by having the
authority to permit write-offs over $20,000. The DOJ was
required to rule on cases involving litigation involving
referred debts and their collection. 0PM initiated
salary deductions from pay checks. Finally, 0M3 has a
historical interest based on its investment of time and
manpower. [Ref. 31]
0MB was the first to publish guidance in a memorandum
which highlighted the affects on the Privacy Act and
disclosures. Through 0MB Bulletin No. 33-21 procedures
for referring information to consumer reporting agencies
were promulgated. Next, 0I1B Circular A-129 of 9 May 1935
set the policies and procedures for the Federal Credit
programs. The steps in a credit. pro -;ra.:i are:
a. Extending Credit: A determination is made based on
the most current and accurate data concerning the
financial status of an individual. Those individuals
surpassing minimum requirements are extended credit.
b
.
Establishing an account: Setting up an account to
allow for scheduled repayments and a synopsis of
procedures associated with failures to carry out
obligations under the terms of the credit requirements.
c. Collecting delinquent receivables: Collection
performed following prescribed procedures and
regulations that allows for and ensures due process.
d. V/rite-offs: Expending from the records those accounts
that are uncollectible and documenting the process
followed to collect receivables. [Refs. 31, 331
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Circular A-129 prov ideb the most critical informa-
tion for processing delinquent accounts through collection
agencies. Delinquent accounts (more tnan $100 ana to
involving active duty members or federal employees)
should oe considered for referral wnen 61 days past
due. It becomes mandatory wnen tne payment is six months
overdue. Active duty members and current federal employees'
salaries are normally offset if accounts become delinquent.
in pursuing delinquent accounts through collection agencies,
tne Federal Register highiignt and document tne 0^333 of
records which would require annotation. Tnis procedure is
critical to ensure that each case is subjected to due procej.3
(39 day notification, opportunity to collect ana copy
debt related records, opportunity to set repayment scnedules,
opportunity to rearing an. official decision). Circular
A-129 and concurrent publications of regulations in tne
Federal Register were critical procedures in implementing
tne Oeot Collection Act. [Refs. 31, 39]
Given tne guidance from GAQ , JOJ , and 0PM, DJO
initiated its phase of tne implementation process through
DQD Instruction 7045.13 of 13 Mar en 1965 (Collection of
Indebtness Due tne United States). Tne instruction was
overdue, and wnen finally published it failed to address
tne critical issues concerning debt hearings and who
wouid conduct sucn hearings. To add further confusion.
30
the subject 01 deot referrals between agencies remained
unsettled. The guidance from the instruction addressed
me issues of offsetting debts t nr ou g h accrued pay or
retirement pay. [Ref. 34]
Currently, out-of-service deo; is an issue ana wnat
is being done to reduce and collect them. The DOD instruc-
tion addressed offset procedures involving travel advances,
damages to famiiy housing or furnishing. Tne instruction
aiso prescribed the measures of collections which were to
offset accrued pay or retirement pay and monthly instailmen'
deductions from member's pay. Tne amount of disposable
pay to oe offset is limited to 15$ for those cases where
a member is actively employed. IVhen a member resigns or
retires the repayment can be set at any amount. For
an out-of-service deot, tne oniy difference is that tnere
is no hearing. Opportunities to estabiisn a repayment
agreement, to inspect and copy deot related records, to
review decision related to his claim and to oe advised of
intents to attempt administrative offset are tne deocors 1
entitlements under the procedures of due croce33. [Ref.
32]
The DOD guidance provided tne initiative and
framework for tne implementation of the Deot Collection
Act. Tne rules, procedures, and methods were identified
within tne instructions. Tne responsibility was passed
31
to tne services :o implement the Debt Coxiection Ace in
accordance with DOD instruction, and maKe it worx. In
Chapter II, it was discussed tnat one services programs
still lacked tne concerted effort to effectively perform
as tne xaw prescrioes. The Navy does not have a formal
program estaoiisned lor co.iecting out-of-serv ice deots.
[Ref. 34]
3 . Prooiems wiin Implementations
The Deot Coiiection Act and tne Prompt Payment
Ace do provide insights into the implementation process:
a. Tnere is a time lag between the passage of a law ana
its impiemen ca t ion . The amount of time is determined
oy tne complexity of tne law and tne intent of
Congress. The legality of tne law in designing a
program ror effective implementation must be approached
with concern for due process.
o. Within DOD, tne service's implementation depends on
the availability of compatible systems. Some for.
a
of automation is a critical factor.
c. Tnere was lack of initiative or incentive on the part
of DOD. Tnere must oe an incentive to perform. rhe
Debt Collection Act and the Prompt Payment Act did
not offer the opportunity for active participation
before inception.
Tnere are many directives being passed down without
any incentive to perform well from tne manager's viewpoint.
in essence tne services nave had casn management forced
on tnem rather than voluntarily taxing tne initiative to
construct programs on their own. But a deficit of $2
trillion and puoiic pressure nave Corcea federal managers
to react and congressional legislation has resulted.
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External pressures have also originated from special
interest groups and committees such as the Grace Commissioi
and the Reform 33 work groups, [uei. 6]
3. IMPLEMENTING THE DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT
The Deficit Reduction Act will be difficult tc implement
within DOD because (unlike the Prompt Payment and Debt
Collection Acts) Congress wrote into the lav; definitive
dates for the implementation of the legislation. In
addition, Congress appointed a watch dog agency (Department
of the Treasury) to ensure compliance. [Ref. 5]
1 . Treasury's Role
Because there had been no designated agency in
the Federal Government, the Department of the Treasury
historically has had absolute expertise in the area of
cash management. The Treasury maintained a division
(Banking and Cash Management) in the early 1970 r s that
was assigned the task of assisting and coordinating
money management policies in the Federal Government.
With the Deficit Reduction Act, the Treasury gained the
authority needed to carry out its programs and implement
those concepts it has fostered over the years. It also
gave the Treasury the opportunity to institutionalize
cash management. [Ref. 6]
The Deficit Reduction Act ^ave the Treasury the
authority to prescribe the timing and the methods by
o3
which agencies will co..eci and deposit, money :o tne
Treasury, and to impose changes for noncompliance in the
amount determined to oe the loss to zae general fund.
Monies in the fund will oe available without fiscal year
limitation for tne payment of expenses incurred in developing
and carrying out improved methods for collections and
deposits. [Ref. 6]
Tne Treasury's objectives for a cash management
program are (1) to improve liquidity oy encouraging tne
use of funds instead of investing in idle resources; (2)
to improve casn velocity (increasing tne flow at which
collections are made); (3) to increase returns on funds
tnrough investments; and (4) to improve safety of funds
oy improving internal controls and preventing unauthorized
access. These objectives will oe tne basis for an approach
to reducing tne deficit. [Ref. 291
The Department of the Treasury nad a mandate of 1
Octooer 193 5 to analyze and interpret the Deficit Reduction
Act, and to prescribe and formulate regulations and
procedures to acnieve tne implementation of tne Act
within tne Federal Government oy 1 Octooer 1986. Tne
Treasury viewed this as an opportunity to institutionalize




Tiie Treasury's initial sieo was tne convening of
a government-wide task force. A total or tw enty Reform
33 agencies were invited to participate. From this
organization, four Task Groups were set up and met io>
two-three weeks each (December 1984-February 1935).




The first tasx group developed a notice whicn provide.
tne proposed rules for implementing tne Deficit
b. The secona tasx group produced procedures for
monitoring cash management performance
c. The third task group focused on developing procedures
for using tne Cash Management improvement Fund (CMIF).
d. Tne fourth tasx group revised Chapter o-^OOO (cash
management) of tne Treasury's Financial Manual . Tnis
tasx force's overall oojective was to develop the
regulations for implementing tne Deficit Reduction
Act.
Tne results of tne tasx groups interactions was
tne Fiscal Service 31 C F R Part 206 w n i c n was published
in tne Federal Register 3 September 19813. This date was
in advance of the October 1935 deadline. Tne nighiights
of tne Final Ruie are as follows:
a. Billing is required within five jays of services
rendered, goods delivered, or payment otherwise due.
o. Financial management service may prescribe use of
specific collection mechanisms.
c. Agencies win acnieve same aay deposit of monies witn
amy certain exceptions.
6d
d. Using tne methodology outlined in the Cash Management
Review Guide, periodic casn management reviews
will be conducted o y agencies to identify opportunities
for improvements.
e. As a last resort and in cases of noncompliance, tne
Treasury has tne authority to levy charges against
an agency's account in the amount determined to be
tne interest saving lost due to nonconiDliar.ee.
[Ref. 291
Tne Second phase of tne Treasury's implementation
of tne Deficit Seduction Act mvoived tne development of
internal procedures for tr.e Treasury. Tne internal
procedures would estaoiisn mechanisms, programs, ana
systems for monitoring the performance of agencies. Tne
procedures would require that:
a. Agencies perform casn management reviews ana suomit
casn flow reports.
o. Tne Treasury will use its casn management tracking
system to identify from tne casn management reviews
initiatives that agency's are using to comply, and
where necessary improve their casn management programs.
c. Procedures be identified for assessing charges where
necessary, and formalize an appeal process for those
agencies questioning a levied charge. [Ref. 291
Tr.e Treasury's third pnase in implementing tne
Deficit Reduction Act was tne development of procedures
for tne operation and funding of tne Casn Management
Unprovement Fund. Tne Fund (as discussed in Cnapter III,
page 2) was established to promote new initiatives an.:
innovations in tne development of new or improved casn
management collection mecnanisms having a potential ior
government-wide appiicaoiiity . Tne procedures axso wouid
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(1) contain agency application guideline; (2) make aosoiuteiy
ciear that the fund would oe available according 10
cost/return analysis with applicability on a government-wide
basis, and (3) identify reporting requirements for those
agencies who successfully qualify and are awarded funds.
[Ref. 29]
The fourtn pnase of tne Treasury's implementation
of tne Deficit Reduction Act was tne rewriting of tne
Casn Management Chapter of l-TFM o-oJOO. Tne revision
was made necessary by tne Deficit Reduction Act. The
revision would contain (1) changes resulting from tne
new legislation on the subject of collection and deposits.
(2) ail updates from last revision, and (3) a supplement:
to tne adapter (Casn Management Review Guiae).
[Ref. 29]
2 . The Casn Management Review Guide
This document would oe used oy agencies and tne
Treasury during casn management review visits. Prior co
tnis document, no instruction had been set forth on now
to review cash management. In tne past, a system of
triai and err' or ana each agency's own interpretatioi .na
individual eit^orz3 were the measures of tne day. The
Casn Management Review Guide provides a step oy step
procedure for conducting a casn management review. Tne
purpose of tne casn management review is to reduce float
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(mailing, processing, billing) by analyzing transactions,
documenting the cash flow, and establishing initiatives
for compliance using the standards contained in the
review guide. Analyzing all flows one at a time in
accordance with the standards leads to compliance with
the regulations. [Ref. 37]
3 . Benefits for the Treasury
The Treasury's benefits from the review process by
using the data to:
a. Initially update its cash flow data and the
establishment of a data base using the new data.
b. Improve forecasting thereby reducing its borrowing
needs.
c. Track interest savings.
d. Assist agencies in complying with the legislation.
e. Share information with agencies experiencing similar
cash flow problems.
L '.-
. Benefits to the A T, e n c i e
s
The cash management review process benefits the
agencies by:
a. Allows them to institutionalize cash management an J
get the maximum for each budget dollar.
b. Allows each agency to completely review and analyze
their cash flows in a systematic fashion to identify
improvements and possible interest savings.
c. Provides opportunity to upgrade systems with state-
of-the-art technology. [Ref. 291
O O
5 . Treasury's ,.;i:^::en:acion Ile:ui3:ijn
On 26 March 1935 the Treasury's management service
puoiisnea a notice of proposed rules as a preliminary
requirement to tne puoiication of une final rule in ;ne
Federal Register. The general public was given 60 days
to discuss ana comment on the proposed Rule. Tweive
written comments were received which prompted a ruling
concerning their ,'aiue and appropriateness as cnanges to
the rule. The Financial Management Service evaluated
ail comments oased on tnree criterion: (1) tne comments
had to be consistent with congressional intent; (2) tne
cnanges must provide equality for ail agencies; and (3)
the cnanges must amplify and clarify tne Treasury's
requirement ana the responsibility of tne agencies.
These discussions contributed imtneasuraoly to trie
structure of tne Final R u j. e , and provided an avenue for
clarification and a better understanding of tne requiremen'
ana otner questionable areas. Tne areas requiring clari-
fication were:
a. Scope and application.
o . Definition of terminology.
c. 3iiiing poiicy and procedures.
d. Collection mechanisms.
e. Collection and aeposit procedures.
f. Casn management planning and review.
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g. Assessment of Charges.
h. Operations and payments from the Cash Management
improvement Fund. [ R e f . 25]
In a majority of the sicuations, the Treasury
stood oy tneir proposed regulation. Some of trie nigniignts
and estabiisned principles of the discussion were:
a. Voluntary donations were not exempted.
o. A cutoff Lime of 2:00 p.m. was accepted as tne
financial institutioncu toff time for depositing funds
.
c. The Billing process (which was not written inco the
language of the Law. out the Treasury included it
oecause billing is an integral part of t he collection
process as perceived oy tn e Treasury). A five aay
billing cycie was estaoiis-ied .
d. Tne Treasury adopted a policy that it would without
failure institutionalize casn management within
e a c n agency.
e. Tne agency is responsioie for evaluating its system
for cost effectiveness, ana if not satisfactory
identify areas for improvement and taxe appropriate
action. [ R e f . 25]
Tne Deficit Reduction Act was an important initiative
that was welcome and overdue. Tne Treasury was receptive
to tneir roie as an administrator for tne Act. and went
aoout tneir ojoiness enhancing their position as a ieading
organization in tne area of casn management. Tne higniigh
of one Treasury's function was tne creation of a forum
drier e representatives from ai^ federal agencies wera
-J
invited to participate in discussing Che final regulation
and become acquainted with the concept of cash management.
LR21. 39]
Subsequent meetings were heid with 03D and represen-
tatives from the armed services financial community. Tne
consensus among tne armed services was tnat tne Federal
Register did not direct tnat action oe taken, and tnat
03D onouid provide tne initial guidance or directive.
Initially, OSD assumea tne position that its ro.i.e was one
of coordination of responses from tne services; tne armed
services were to respond directly to tne Treasury.
This position cnangea as tne difficulty of implementing tne
Deficit Reduction Act became a reality. [Ref. 39]
C. DOD's Role in tne Implementation of tne Deficit
Reduction Act
DOD began acting on tne legislation based on tne
requirements x i s t e d in tne Final Rule of tne Federal
Register publication. A memorandum was issues from tne
Office of tne Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Defense
(Comptroller) on 24 OccoDer 193-3. Tne memorandum announced
the requirements and initiated tne start of tne casn
management review program. Ail DOD components would
estaoiish sucn programs in accordance with guidelines
published by tde Department of tne Treasury. Tne most
critical and controversial reauirement resulting from ail
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previous discussions centered on the task t h a t a 1 1 D D
components wouid prepare casn flow aata witnin each
organization. Interpreted, this meant reviewing each
receipt and disbursement cash fiow, an infeasio^e ;ajn
considering the availability of time before the 30 Septernoer
1936 deadline. [Ref. 40]
Within the armed services, the accounting ana finance
centers set up appropriated offices for assessing their
capability for responding to the Assistant Secretary's
memorandum ana tne Treasury's requirements.
( 1 ) Tne Navy
of tne r
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year. Tne Navy c n o i c e
was attributed to
a of disbursements.
e further divided to
for implementation.
Tne bottom line from tne Navy's perspective is tnat their
casn flows are too numerous and complex to put together a
report of any significant value within tne ax^oteu timeframe
The need for additional time was the essence of zne^r
response to perform an adequate joo with meaningful
results. [Ref. 42]
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(2) Tiie Air Force's response requested a unified
approach for 000. It expr essed concern over their
capability to comply within the provided timeframe
ana requested the OAS0 take a more active ro^e in
correlating tne ace ions of the military services.
The Air Force requested that tne 0AS0 provide
implementing guidance, appropriate format for
reporting, and tne content and timing of reports.
It requested that consideration be given 10 tne
duplication of efforts under Reform 66 where an
inventory of cash receipts, disbursements and
noidings oy activity were reported. Finally, tne •
Air Force requested tne identification of improvemen
initiatives resulting from tnis activity, ana
considered tne management vaiue of cash flow reports
compared to tne cost of producing them. C R e f s . 21,
35]
(3) Tne Army's response ecnoed tne sentiments of tne
Air Force and tne Navy, tnat there was no way the
armed services could carry out tne implementation
in tne time frame provided. [Refs. 35, 35]
OASD cnaired another meeting on 12 March 19^6 with the
DOD components ana tne Treasury staff personnel partici-
pating. This particular meeting centered on a coordinates
recommendation from the armed services tnat tne Treasury
extend the due dates for completing the cash flow reviews.
Tnis would oe difficult oecause tne implementation date
was mandated oy the law. Discussions were also ne^s to
develop a coordinated 000 position on now to meet tne
Treasury's requirement. [Ref. 42] Tne meeting eventually
resulted in a proposal to review in FY 66 four major
receipt cash flows wnich are centrally managed ana admin-
istered oy tne finance cenzers. Tne proposed casn flows
would be addressed in tne following areas:
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3. Out-of-Service debts for Military personnel.
o. Out-of- service dests for civilian personnel.




Tne Treasury's representatives were receptive to the
proposal ana indicated that tne reviews snouid focus on
large dollar receipt flows and large receivables. z.acin
service is required to submit to OASD(C) a complete list
of receipt cash flows and estimated dollar value. A3 D ( C
)
opted to draft a memorandum to tne Treasury requesting a
waiver to the Cash Management Review Guide requirements.
Tne FY d6 review would oe limited to tne four cash flows
discussed aoove. [ R e f . 21]
Apart from their original intention, OASD has seen an
interactive force in implementing the Deficit Reduction
Act witnin DOD. Tne implementation has a few months
remaining before its enactment. Even with a proposed
p. an of action, tne question stiii remains as to whether
tne armed services possess tne incentive to implement tne
legisiat ion
.
D. TREASURY COMMENT ON DOD ' S PROPOSAL
Tne Treasury nas indicated that tne prcposai iro^.
DOD of using tne four oasic categories as tne initial
steps of implementing tne Deficit Reduction Act may oe
^4
acceptable. 3ut tnere will be no waiver for tine submission
date nor the fulfillment of the casn management review
process. The Cash Management Review Guide will be used
Co document the casn receipt flows. Through t n e i
r
acceptance, the Treasury waives the requirements of
reviewing aii cash flows until the following fiscal year.
There is a great deai of concern and speculation within
DOD that next year will not see uhe full implementation
according to the Treasury's guidelines [Ref. 433. Wi,tn
oniy four months remaining, now could the Treasury refuse
tne DOD request? Even if they did, one proposed input;
wouxd still oe DOD' 5 only response due co the snort time
remaining. The iac^ of coordination, confusion, lack
of incentives, and the scope of the Treasury's guidance nav
contributed lmmeasuraoiy to DOD's failure to fuily impiemen
the Deficit Reduction Act according to the Treasury's
requ irements
.
The four casn flows are ali related to seot collection.
These casn fiows are high dollar value categories and are
major receipts of a recurring and nonrecurring nature.
During initial contacts with the ftavy, Army, ana Air
Force, the consensus was that the scope of tne Treasury's
regulation for implementing the Deficit Reduction Act was
too broad. Because cf tnis fact, tne services die not
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ramie*
would nave been wise to 'initiate a receipt cash i'iow
review immediately after the release of the Treasury's rule
It was anticipated that a waiver would be a.lowed for tne
FY do deadline. 3ut tne Treasury does not nave the
authority "co change an implementation date which is part
of tne law. Only an amendment or Act of Congress could
allow this.
£. IMPLEMENTATION
Tne following data summarizes the current action oein
:
tai<en to implement tne Deficit Reduction Act.
1
. The A r m
v
Tne Army will experience tne least difficulty in
setting up and analyzing tne receipt cash flows. Tne
process is" scneduxed to be completed oy June 19B6. Tne
Army pians to analyze receipt cash flows in its (1)
Transportation Operations, ( 2 ) Retired Pay. Military, ( 3
)
Out-of-Service debt, Military, and (4) Out-of-Service
debt, Civilian.
a. Transportation Operations
Tne Army has a automated system (USAFAC)
tnat is jseu for documenting payments to contractors.
Tne leots resulting are related to services contracted
out on Government Bill of Lading (G3L). For FY 6d trans-
portation operations had a public receivable ieo: of
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$2 million. GdLs are issued to contract services for
household goods packing ana snipping, moving equipment,
and otner related services. The cost ior these services
are normally weight related. Often tnere are differences
oecween the estimated contracted weight and the actual
weight and these differences are considered Army public
receivables. Tne contractor is notified of tne overpayment.
Tne receipt casn flow analysis oegins with
the billing process. The Treasury's standard is five
days. Tne payment terms, mail float, and processing
float are analyzed in sequence. Tne objective is to
evaluate tne amount of time expended for collections
and deposits. The Army plans to compare its operations
to tne Treasury's standards, to determine- if improvements
are feasible and cost effective.
b. Retired Pay. Military; Out-of-Service , Military;
Out-of-Service , Civilian
A review of tne receipt casn flow procedure
involving tnese categories is initiated with tne critical
step of documenting the debt. A centralized accounting
system allows tne Army to perform a complete record
review of personnel leaving tne Army (civilian and military)
Debts discovered before detachment are settled with an
offset from the individual's final pay. Debts accumulated
during tne last 30 days before detachment are listed as OSArt
debt. Once identified, the debt collection orocedure is
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implemented with cue process. The receipt casn flow
review begins after settlement has been reacned concerning
the method of payment. The Army p_ans to review the
receipt casn flow from the point of collecting the payment
through administrative processing, and finally its deposit
in tne Treasury's general account. Any improvements
resulting from the review wili begin at this point ci
collections.
c. Objective
The Army's oojective is to evaluate the ca^n
flow at the Army Accounting and Finance Center. Inclusive
in this approach is an evaluation of each activity involved
in the collection of data on out-of-serv ice debts.
2 . Tne Air Force
The Air Force's pian for implementation parallels
that of the Army with certain exceptions. Tne four
cnosen receipt casn flows are (1) Out-of-serv ice , military.
(2) Out-of-serv ice , civilians, (3) Military, Retired pay.
and (4) contract deots. Tne documentation of deots is
performed oy tne respective activities at the AFAFC.
The receipt of a check or casn is directed to a cashier
who deposits tne funds in the Treasury's genera, account.
The focus wili be directed to improving in-house processing
functions.
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a. Out-of-Service , Military
The Air Force plan :o use the Joint. Uniform
Military Pay System (JUMPS) for the identification of
military related debts.
( 1 ) The JUMPS Process . The JUMPS system is
highly centralized. It is a computer system with a data
base chat is updated nightly with oaten processing updates
from Accounting and Finance of f ices (AFO) a: the locai
Commands. Each service member's account is centrally
located at tne Air Force Accounting and Finance Center
(AFAFC). Feedback from tne AFAFC is received each morning
by tne AFOs in tne field.. Tne AFOs can make inquiries
twelve months oaCi< and process changes for the last six
months.
( 2 ) Member's Separation . Prior to separation,
tne local AFO must gee authorization from AFAFC for tne
member's final pay. Tne system queries the member's
account for outstanding debts. 33d cneci<s written in
tne last 30 days are not accounted for by the system. As
a result, this debt becomes an OSAR. Tne final figures
provided oy JUMPS is sufficient to start the OSAK collection
process. Tne account is referred to AFAFC for collection.
(3) Conection ana Deposits . Tne receipt
c a s n flow review o e g l n s with tne offset process. One
e
casn or a checK is received, an analysis will oe performed
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to determine u improvements can oe maae to the process.
Concencra:ed efforts wiil focus on reducing tne float
from the collections ana deposits.
o. Military, Retired Pay
The Air Force pxans to use its Retiree Annuity




Tne Air Force has a cencranzea system en at
documents civilian pay. Tne civilian payroll office
identifies tne deot and forwards appropriate documentation
to OPiM. PI 1 can release funds from tne member* s civil
service retirement contribution account to pay tne debt.
If tne member does not nave funds in tne account the deot
is returned to tne AFAFC. Debt coiisccion procedures are




The Deot Collection Status Report is used to
manually assess tne debts owed by contractors. Once
identified, tne contractor is notifies of tne oeoc (billing
The cash or cneck is forwarded to a cashier at AFAFC wno
deposits tne funds in tne Treasury's general account.
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J . i a e : ; a v v
As of this writing', the i'lavy has not taken action
to identify a system or program for implementing the four
proposed categories of debt.
F. THE PROBLEM OF IMPLEMENTING THE DEFICIT REDUCTION :\CT
1 . Accounting and Finance Centers
The problem "of implementing legislation data
collection and putting it in a reportable format. The
problem may be traced to several factors: (1) an ab'sence
of a computer system or appropriate software package, (2)
a lack of interpretation, (3) a lack of funding or
manpower, or (4) a lack of incentives. The problem has
centered on the accounting and finance centers, and their
concern and efforts in pursuing the implementation process.
The accounting and finance centers mainly review legislation
and prescribe rules and regulations. The support of the
accounting and finance centers or lack thereof amplifies
the success or failure of the legislation concerned. In
many instances, they are the cornerstones of the imple-
mentation process.
2 . C o n - r e s s i o n a I A a s i s t a n c e
Congressional legislation reflects the good
intentions of Congress to do well in the eyes of the
public. Their concern for the implementation process
seems limited to identifying an administering agency.
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0H3 was tasked with responsibility for the Prompt Payment,
Act. GAG, Department of the Justice, OPM, and 0MB were
assigned tne responsibility for one Deot Collection Act:.
The Treasury is responsible for the Deficit Reduction
Act. Except for the Prompt Payment. Act, which was done
on snort notice, tne OeDt Collection Act ana the Deficit
Reduction Act nave caused problems lor tne armed services
Tne services agree that tne Deficit Reduction Act will
contribute to improvements in cash management. out tne
full impact wiii not oe reaiizea until complete implemen-
tation has taken place (when DOD and tne armed service
nave had tne opportunity to review ail casn flows). It
is possible that tne full implementation may result in
savings. Tne Navy anticipates that tne amount of casn
tnat disbursing officers carry aooard snips and tne casn
in safes overseas may be reduced (tne funds held by
disoursing officers on snips make up tne largest snare of
casn held outside of tne Treasury).
3. rreasurv's Analysis
Tiie prooiem identified by tne Navy, and one tnat
is a concern to ali tne other services, is the procedure
tne Treasury will use in c omp i 1 i n g , evaluating, and
analyzing tne data collected [Ref. 16]. Tne Treasury
nas solved tnis problem by basing tne reporting throughou
tne Federal ^owemmenL on tne number of casn flows.
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Federal agencies are- divided into groups, and Dhose
witn fewer cash flows nave earlier reporting daces. Some
of one federal agencies na/e completed their cash flow
reports. Fhe Treasury nas establisned an automated system
for analyzing the data. DOD is in the last ^rouo of
reporting agencies. DOD nas the largest number of cash
flows and the Treasury accepts tne face that tneir casn
flow reviews may not be complete prior to September 1936.
3ut the entire implementation process will oe completed
as required oecause tne Treasury does not nave the authority
to waive tne reporting date. However, in DOD's case.
they wiii aiiow partial reporting due to tne large number
of cash fiows. [Ref. 39]
4
.
Snouia Legislation Provide Funding ana Manpower?
Tne implementation of tne Deficit Reduction Act,
like tne Deot Collection Act, nas tne potential oi becoming
stagnated and failing co fulfill tne intent of Congress.
Tne absence of funding and manpower support are critical
requirements in view of past j.egisia cion and tne current
e i I o r .o imoiement tnem. As mentioned aoov ip =? p
>
service.
once again, nave had casn management forced upon tnem
rather than voluntarily taxing tne initiative to cons cruet
programs or Internal Control procedures. Tne armed
services are putting fortn an enormous amount of effort
ans time to comply witn legislation as enacted. Tne
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insecurity of the services see;;;s to be linked to their
data base. The mechanism for compiling requested data to
implement legislative requirements is not available in
all cases. Each requirement is Causing a backlog because
the funding and manpower for gathering data is a function
of the current manpower structure. If an automated
system is not available, then gathering data becomes ti ;e
consuming. For the Deficit Reduction Act, resources for
complying with the legislation were not provided. Even
the Treasury's Cash Management Improvement Fund was
established without a financial base. If Gramm-Rudman is
an indication, the Deficit Reduction Act will proceed
without additional manpower. '..'hat will occur is that
priority programs will prevail. Funding and manpower
should be incorporated in the legislation to ensure
implementation .
3. All OBJECTIVE VIEW
The four categories chosen for cash management revi •
are debt related. Realizing the problem encountered with
debt collections, it appears that the Air Force ana the Army
will experience minor difficulty in documenting the casl.
receipt flow. 3ut the [Javy will encounter difficulty due
to lac'.: of automation. Further research in this area is
encouraged. The final implementation of the Deficit
Reduction Act within DOD and the results from that process
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win oe a determining iactor aj lo wnetner tne Act contri-
butes to improvements in cash management. Most importantly,
wiii OOD fuiiy implement the legislation? Trie Deficit
Reduction Act cou_d oe a no tne r step or trie end to casn
management legislation. The oasic feature of the Act has
oeen incorporated in tne Gramm-Rudman-Holiings amendment
v/mcn requires Congress to reduce tne budget deficit by
$36 oiii ion a year starting with FY 36. If Congress
fails to aenieve tne required deficit reductions, the
process will be backstopped by a procedure under wnieh
tne President couid make tne needed reduction across-
the-board, except for Social Security. Something like
tne Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is needed to not on±y restore
budget control as an end in itself, but also to estabiisn
a fiscal position under which a constitutional amendment
could oe adopted without disruption. Tne constitutionality
of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is oeing challenged in court.
T.^e argument is that tne involvement of the Congressional
budget Office in an action of tne Executive Branch was an
unconstitutional violation of tne separation of powers. (Kef
43). Tne action is still pending.
10'
v. sj.-i.-iAi ?>Y. concljs:o:i.s. k£cj;;;-1£.jd>;t:o;;S
A. SUMMARY
fae Deficit Reduction Act was Congress's response to
puoiie concern, rising deficits, and uncontrollable
spending within the federal government. Fhe Deficit
Reduction Act is anotner step in a series 01 legislative
acts and administrative regulations designed to implement
control over spending and provide for improvements in
casn management procedures. The portion of the Deficit
Reduction Act dealing with collections and deposits resuites
from a Grace commission recommendation for improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of federal managers. Public
interest and concern has forced congressional leaders to
take the initiative to reduce the deficit.
The Deficit Reduction Act is one s u c n initiative
aimed at improving casn management oy advocating quick
response in collecting and depositing receipts witn the
Treasury. The Treasury nas been designated as tne admin-
istering agency oy tne legislation. Their goal, advocated
in tne past, is to institutionalize casn management
in the Federal Government. Tne Deficit Reduction Act
give tne Treasury this authority.
Tne Treasury seized tne opportunity to make casn
management as a functional ana an alternative measure of
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management ' 3 performance. The Treasury designed a casn
flow review process as tne initial Jiep for implementing
t n e Deficit Reduction Ace. It requires a i i federal
agencies to document receipts and disbursement casn i~o :.i3
and analyze tnem for improvement and casn savings.
September 1986 is the deadline for implementation of
tne Deficit Reduction Act. Tne Prompt Payment ana Deoc
Collection Acts were cited as references to determine tne
precarious problems confronting DOD while implementing
congressional .Legislation. The implementation process is
difficult ana perceives as a forced Act ratner tnan a
program derived within tne defense community.
Tne armed services are experiencing similar problem's
with the Deficit Reduction Act that were encountered
during the implementation of cne Deo: Collection Act.
The main problem was tne aosence of an automates1 ^vsce.;]
for compiling and formatting the required data.
Seven months were required oo determine tnat full
i .Tip i erne neat ion could not oe achieved oefore Septemoer
19<io. Tne incentives the armed services nave for improving
casn management do not exist. Tne perception of naving
casn management forces on an agency is counter proauc::ve
to an agency designing a similar program inter naiiy.
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Consequently, ;:ie a r m e a services s p e n a time a:scjj:in:
ways so minimize one effect of tne Treasury's reporting
requirements vice addressing the issues..
Congressional legislation creates uncertainty among che
armed services. Most often in DOD, tne shortfall in
implementation is attributed to insufficient funds, lacK
01 automation, or misinterpretation of tne legislation.
Programs to implement legislation become a reality or
linger on from year to year. Tne Debt Collection Act is
experiencing tne lauoer.
Depending on tne service's accounting and finance
systems, tne current casn management regulatory framework
is well received or probiemat ic . Tne Mavy is experiencing
considerable difficulties with tne Prompt Payment ana
Debt Collection Acts. A parai^ei conclusion is stated
for tne Army with tne Air Force peri orbing more effec-
tively.
Tne Deficit Reduction Ace oegan as a problematic issue
witnout ieadersnip from DOD. tfith a change in perspective,
OSD nas intervened and sponsored a program that przve3
acceptable for tne interim. Due to tne suoseanuia^
numoer of casn l~g\:s within J^D . only time will determine
whether improvements will oe made in one armed services'
collection, deposits, and disbursements 01 casn. The ±aw
initially focused on collection and deposits. The Treasury
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added, through' regulations, o
i
1 1 i n 5 3 ana disoursements
to its review process. The Deficit Reduction A c t w 1 1
i
improve casn management and perform as Congress intended.
The problem is ascertaining a position where analysis can
oe accomplished.
Tne implementation of the Deficit Reduction Act began
with tne publication. of the Treasury's regulation.
Following a series of discussions and meetings, DOD has
proposes an interim program vice full implementation
oefore September 1936. Tne interim program is an analysis
of four casn receipt flows. The proposed casn flows are:
(1) Out-of-Service debts, civilian personnel, (2) Out-of-
service debts, military, (3) Contractor deots ana (U)
Military retired deots. Tne casn flows are aii deot
related. Tne armed service witn an effective aeot collection
program will experience tne least difficulty,
Tne Deficit Reduction Ace will oe delayed indefinitely
after tne initial implementation pnase due to the scope
of tne review process. Tne Debt Collection Ace was
enacted in 1982, and tne implementation pnase is still In
process in 1936. Tne Deficit Reduction Act will follow a
similar path of stagnation a ni ess tne Treasury intervenes.
From an overall perspective, tne armed services need
to become .xore efficient in casn management. Tne point
is reflected in part by poor implementation programs aid
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the substance of trie individual accounting systems.
Individually, cne Air Force is performing ,;:Oot effectively
in the area of casn management
.
3. CONCLUSIONS
To establish a res ear en file, contact was made with the
Navy, Army, and Air Force Accounting and Finance Canters.
The conversations that ensued revealed that tne subject
of casn management was actively discussed at ;na: levei.
The Prompt Payment and Deot Collection Acts remain one
focus of casn management discussions. Tnis particular
point of view contributed to tne deficiency in wori^
performed on tne Deficit Reduction Act.
1 . Tne Prompt Payment ana Oeot Coixection Acts, as
Prior Casn Management -Initiatives Jo Proviae a
Medium for Fyaiuav i n
.; toe Implementation Process
and Rel ated Prooiems confronting tne Jeficit
Reduct ion Ace.
DOD is performing weii under Prompt Payment Act
out no assessment of performance under debt collection
can oe made aue to incompleteness. Three factor.; affected
the legislative implementation process: (1) timing, (2)
automation and (3) incentives or i3ck thereof.
Tne Prompt Payment and Oeot Collection Acts surfaced
tne issue of timing. Tne timing for the Prompt Payment
Act was excellent. Tne Act became law in January 19o2
and was fuliy implemented m Octooer 1932. A considerable
time lag existed set ween passage of the Oeot Collection
1 1 J
Act: and its implementation whicn is in process. Timing is
affected oy tne complexity and legality of one legislation.
Limiting the tine xag is crucial to maintaining the
spirit of the law during the implementation phase.
V/itnin 00D tne implementation process is dependent
on tne availability of an automated system for dat3
collection ana reporting. Tne service possessing automated
capaoiiity to respond to requirements will experience
iess difficulty curing tne implementation oroceoo.
Tne lack of incentives affect tne implementation
process. Programs without incentives nave caused a lacx
of concern for improving cash management. Legislation
nas oeen directive in nature vice motivational. There is
a rush for results to satisfy seniors and respond to
public concern. Tne attitude at tne finance centers
fluctuates (e.g., tne i.'avy's concern is for snips and
disbursing officers performance oniy).
a. Tne Kesults
(1) The timing for tne Deficit Reduction Act
is effective. Tne legislation was enacted to reduce tne
deficit. Presently, tne federal debt is a top priority
issue. Tne law provided tnat implementation would oe in
effect oy September 1936. Tne armed oeryicoo are working
toward tnat date.
1 1 1
(2) Fne Deficit Reduction ftct wil± require an
automated system ?or data coi-eciion and reporting.
(3) There are no incentives for instituting
one Deficit Reduction Ace. It is perceived as a directive
by the armed services. Tnis will affect the implementation
process and the number of personnel a-^ocated lo perform
cash flow reviews. ihe armed services are no' ri ormms
weii under me Prompt Payment or Debt Collection Aces
collectively. A i t h t n e Deficit Reduction Act p e n a i n 5
.
one armed services nave demonstrated a iack of incentive





Tne Deficit Reduction Ace Wiix Improve Casn
M anagement
A consensus opinion among tne services cite tne
Deficit Reduction Act as effective legislation. Altnough
it is difficult to quantify tne savings presently, the
concept of the legislation indicates a potential ior
savings. The support for tne legislation is oases: on
oast experiences where excessive amounts of casn receipts
were frequently delayed prior to depositing with the
Treasury .
3 The ocooe of the Treasury's Casn Review Process
Too oread ior POD
Tne excessive number of casn fiows within POD
cannot oe documented prior to September 1986. Tne Treasury
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waived the requirement for fuii implementation by allowing
a iimited review. The armed services will document only
four receipt casn flows during tne initial phase 10 meet
tne deadline.
4 . Tne Proposed Casn Flows are not Sufficient to
Arrive at a conclusion that improvements are
warranted
Until ail casn flows are completed, tne final
results will remain incomplete. Tne problem tne Treasury
must resoive is motivating DOD to complete tne review
process as designed. The casn flow documentation will
require an enormous amount of time to complete. The
Treasury's directive, without funding or additional
personnel, wili cause an adverse affect on the armed
services. On a micro-level, tne Treasury will oenefit.
But to save one dollar, tne armed services must invest
five or six dollars in labor and time. Tne armed services
are concerned about tne cost/benefit reasoning associates
with tne legislation.
5 . Tne Treasury can institutionalize casn mana-i smer.t
.
The Treasury has this autnority through tne
Deficit Reduction Act. Tne potential for success is
fair.. Tne Treasury can assess c n a r g e s against agencies
for failure to compiy witn casn management legislation.
Tne amount charged is determined oy the Treasury's assessmen
01 the Casn Management Program. The effectiveness of
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tne i-^ij.anon depends on now tne Treasury exercises .;;
autnority. Tne Treasury will determine whetner casn
management becomes institutionalized or not.
6. Improving casn management in POD wn± se jiff icui:.
Tne influx of legislation identifies tne need for improved
casn management within DOD. Tne amount of legislation is
excessive. Tne Deficit Reduction Act augments the problems
tne armed services presently encounter in performing
under tne Prompt Payment and Debt Collection Acts. Tne
proposed casn reviews are deoi management initiatives out
Deot Coiieciion implementation nas not tieen completed.
Therefore the problem is compounded. Tne armed services
are attempting to improve casn management and nave exper-
ienced moderate success in Prompt Payments.
incentives are essential in ensuring tne success
of tne legislation. The lack of an incentive system nas
oeen cited as a problem which ninders effective cash
management witnin 000. Casn managers below tne neadquarters
ievei (Accounting anJ Finance Centers) ±ac<< tne goals ana
incentives, resulting in iess than optimal C3sn management.
7 . Intent not a c n 1 e v e d
Tne Treasury's authorization to waive the requiremen
for tne completion of a^x casn flows within 000, did not
compiy with tne intent of Congress . rhe intent of Congress
was to nave programs implemented (by September 1936)
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wnich would show improvements in collection znA a^jjj.:.:
and tneir efface en the- deficit.
6 . Monitoring suoordinated performance -n cash
management is ineffective.
Collectively, the armed services iac.< a regular
system for monitoring the cash management performance of
subordinate activities. Presently, tne armed services
d e p e n a on their respective auditing agencies for assessing
tne casn management performance. Tne auditing function
is not performed on an annual oasis which restricts
regular monitoring of performance.
Tne final implementation of the Deficit Reduction
Act is two or three years away. Tne full impact cannot
be measures or assessea until all casn fiows (receipts
and disbursements) have seen analyzed and documented.
The implementation of tne Deficit Reduction Act witnin
DOD will become stagnated unless progressive action is
t a i : e n o y tne Treasury. Tne xacx of incentives and excessive
legislative requirements are affecting tne armed service's
attitude toward casn management. Initially, tne support
was overwhelming out the influx of legislation is causing
havoc ana a change in attitude toward cash management.
It is not efficient to just implement tne requiremen
of legislation because it is the law. R a t n e r , tne 500.
of tne armed services snould oe to implement tne legislation
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in a manner tnat will ensure tne ef i ectiveness o: the iaw
is maximized. -The initial plan for the Deficit Reduction
Act will noc allow t n i s to occur'.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
1 . Since one focus of trie Deficit Reduction Ac: _^
on collection and deposits, implement in* tne
Treasury's resu^ation is or.iv :ne initia. sue: ^n
deveiooin: a system ror iaprovin.- collections an:
d eposits
The next step is performing an analysis of t he 3 a s n
flows ana the development of an integrated, fully automates
system to increase the processing of collection and
deposits. Additional researcn efforts should address tne
problems in developing an information system that identifies
areas for improvements, provides tne necessary managerial
reports, ana identifies managers responsible for collection
ana deposits under their authority.
2 . T ne Treasury mu st exercise tneir autnontv unier
tne Deficit Reduction Act
Tne initial review proposes oy 10D is satisfactory
for tne interim. To complete tne implementation orocez3,
tne Treasury should request a detailed plan from D00.
ine pi an snsji.j outline remaining cash i^.o\-J5 and provide
sates when reviews win Pe performed.
3 . f.ii Accounting and Finance Centers snouid 1 m
s
r s v ?
tneir monitoring ot suoorlma t c activities.
To ensure that cash management is being per i'or::\e,i
effectively, tne armed services' review zro\r^i:.3 are
1 16
needed. fhe services cannot reiy on audit, agencies to
perform casn flow reviews. The Treasury's Casn Management
Review Guide is appropriate for establishing a c a s
n
management review program. Subordinate activities snouid
submit annual casn flow reviews to the accounting and
finance centers for analysis. Improvements snouid be
made where appropriate. The accounting ana finance centers
must pursue casn management effectiveness more actively.
4
. The Treasury snouid introduce incentives to
accompany tr.e implementation of the Deficit
Reduction Act.
Presently, there are no incentives to encourage
and motivate the armed 3er :j ices to become aggressive
toward casn management. One specific suggestion to
reward the armed services would involve allocating a
percentage of the savings resulting from the casn flow
reviews to tne service.
5 . T he armed services siiou.d increase tr.eir
actions.
Tne differences among tne services should not
affect tne excnange of ideas, especially when confronted
with the same problems. An example: tne Army is encoun-
tering a p r o o 1 em with civilian personnel overseas. Tne
Air Force's solution to this problem is to assign military
per^DCiae^ to tne billets. But no inquiries are made
oetween managers in each service. Their interaction to
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discuss and plan legislative implementation programs
should be the start of information .snaring -ana aoz the end
The implementation of ins Deficit Reduction Act
within DOD wili oe time consuming and a lingering issue
unless the Treasury requests tnat DOD tatfe immediate
action to schedule implementation of tne remaining casn
fiows. Li the Treasury fails to act. finai results of
this legislation wili be zeverz^ years away.
Future research could: ( 1 ) trace the final DOD
implementation ot the Deficit Reduction Act; (2) perform
an analysis ol tne Gramm-Rudman-Hol lings and its effect
on tne deficit; and ( j ) oertorx a review 01 casn managemen'
legislation (intent and results).
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APPENDIX:
Senate Acc.1vi.u1e3 Preceding Development of Tne
Deficit Reduction Act of 19 34
31 Oct 33
4 Nov 83
1 ana 1 J Nov 33 --
13 Nov 3
Senate co mm 1 1 1 e e on finance approved
its F Y 6 4 budget reconciliation
recommendations ana transmitted it
co the Senate Com m i 1 1 e e on c n e
Budget. Tne recommendation inciudea
revenue increases of $21.2 billion
over FY 3 4 FYS? and spending reductions
of v 4 . 1 1 1 1 1 o n over F Y 3 4 - F Y 3 7
.
Budget co m mittee Senate R e p c r
t
No. 93-300 .included in tne Finance
Committee's revenue ana spending
recommendations as Title I (Deficit
Reduction Act of 1933) of S. -2062
( m n i u s Reconciliation Act of 1933/.
Finance Committee met to consider
additional deficit reduction proposals.
Finance Committee approves resolution
co instruct tne staffs di tne Finance
Committee and Joint committee on
Taxation in consultation with one
T r e a s u r y Department, to draft a
1 1 g
deiiciency reduction package to





Finance Committee heid puoiic hearing
2-7 F e o 84 ior further testimon y
on ways to reduce tne federal deficit.
Puoiic hearing heid uo consider
additional testimony concerning
deficit reduction proposals made by
the President's Private Sector
on Cost Control (Grace Commission).
Folio wing a series of m a r .< u p s ,
the Finance Committee approved the
Deficit Reduction proposals oy a
recoraed voce of 20-0. (Kef. 3).
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